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as their name implies, covert technologies are so well hidden in 
products, packaging, documents and banknotes that oftentimes, 
most people aren’t all that aware of their existence. while 
that remains the case, currently such advances as optical and 
Dna taggants, digital ‘fingerprinting,’ among many other new 
features, are expanding the strength and application potential 
of covert technologies to allow a much wider scope of product 
authentication before, during and after market.  For companies 
trying to protect their brands and products from counterfeiting and 
other criminal abuses, these technological advances can help them 
address growing threats and prevent fraud by providing workable 
authentication strategies that have clearly defined goals. 

of course, many sectors (product, document, financial) are 
concerned with security, but it is the brand-protection sector 
that has the most catching up to do: Currently, it is common 
for a handful of company investigators armed with high-
technology readers to travel the world, doing little more, really, 
than proving that brand counterfeits exist. Companies often 
wait too long, hoping that their investigators and bean counters 
will uncover a cost/benefit analysis to justify a more robust 
brand-protection budget; meanwhile, their brands—their most 
valuable assets—remain vulnerable. But because reliable ‘real 
world’ information about threats is not usually visible until after 
a successful attack—protection actions are too late. many times, 
too, a company concentrates all its efforts on cost reduction—and 
on low-budget brand-protection strategies—sometimes outsourcing 
away the core competencies and strategic strengths that built 
the brand in the first place. at the same time, consumers are 

unaware that they are exposed to or even already in possession 
of a lower-quality counterfeit product; they simply trust—and in 
a perfect world, should be able to trust without question—that 
the product is legitimate. in some cases, they may even grow to 
prefer the counterfeit product’s particular taste or functionality. or 
not—and then, often no amount of advertising or brand building 
can overcome the memory of a consumer’s recent experience. 
Ultimately, the legitimate brand, and its ability to demand higher 
margins and sales, is doomed.

in document security, evolving attitudes related to identity theft, 
and the existing application of security technologies, such as 
biometrics, are changing privacy expectations. old methods of 
identification like checking signature strips on bank and credit 
cards, for instance, are being made redundant. identity documents 
using the new combinations of authentication and identification 
technologies with database check points, are forcing would-be 
criminals to focus on the weakest links for access.  polycarbonate 
cards with laser engraving, and protective features like holograms 
integrated into a polycarbonate film during its production process 
without the use of adhesives are just a few of the security moves 
that are greatly complicating criminals’ ability to tamper with 
genuine cards.

Financial documents make wide use of overt and covert 
technologies, and continue to lead the sectors for effective 
technologies that can take advantage of economies of scale.  
Despite other forms of payment being introduced and accepted 
globally, cash remains king.  The growing number of aTms in 
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developing economies increases the importance of authentication 
for banknotes.  Banknotes, remember, are a rather anonymous form 
of payment that is still preferred for small value transactions, and 
particularly in the growing less-developed markets. Governments 
are expending more efforts on communicating the tactile and overt 
authentication features to the general public to try to reduce the 
amount of fake currency entering circulation. machine-readable 
features allow aTms and banks to separate the good from the bad, 
but that is usually too late to catch the perpetrator. 

Counterfeiting is a serious threat to consumers, brand owners, 
and governments alike, yet consumers in particular remain 
fairly unaware of the problems.  even if consumers were fully 
aware of the threats, they would not be any more useful in 
the authentication process. To be fair, consumers need only be 
suspicious to take the appropriate actions, for example purchasing 
from authorized distribution channels and forgoing over-the-internet 
transactions.   However, using overt technologies for authentication 
by the general public appears to be declining, and many brand 
owners do not want to involve them in authentication at all. Thus, 
covert authentication strategies in systems with defined users are 
becoming the most popular and effective protection plan. 

Companies with authentication strategies that have goals defined 
to meet each threat, that clearly define the system users, that 
cast a wide net while remaining effective, and that implement 
the desired authentication process, are properly prepared to 
begin wading through the plethora of covert technologies and 
technology combinations available today. The process of rating 

each supplier’s technology is a complicated, but manageable if an 
optimal system design is already in place within the company.  The 
choice of covert technology features in authentication strategy is 
too often boiled down to the perceived strength of the strategy—
perceived.  However, the counterfeiter will always follow the path 
of least resistance.  if a covert technology is not checked by the 
potential victim—be it the consumer, a border-patrol or customs 
official, a reseller, or, frankly, anyone who receives a banknote— the 
counterfeiter will not spend any time trying to simulating a 
complicated security feature.  in such cases, security strength needs 
to be moderate at best.  Far more important features may come 
into play in the application process, the enforcement plan, and the 
communication strategy.   

There are a myriad of factors and technologies to consider when 
designing authentication systems.  For any company or sector, 
designing the system comes first, followed by short-listing the 
technologies that can potentially meet the system goals.  Knowing 
what to look for and where to look makes the rating process 
manageable—this e-book provides the tools to do just that.

Executive Summary
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Objective and Scope
The objective of the e-book is to familiarize the reader with 
overall authentication strategies and the roles that various covert 
technologies can play in a well-designed system.  Combinations of 
covert technologies can and do play roles in protection (counterfeit 
/ tampering hurdles), authentication (including forensics), and 
identification (at the unit and batch level).  

anti-counterfeit technologies are often grouped into several, 
sometimes overlapping, categories:
 •  overt
 •  Covert
 •  Forensic
 •  identification / Serialization / Track and Trace

This e-book focuses specifically on covert technologies within 
an overall authentication system and will explore the factors 
in developing an authentication strategy, the benefit of the 
relationships with the other technologies and technology 
categories, and methodologies for choosing among alternative 
solutions. The e-book will also include the types and benefits of 
various covert technologies and short introductions to some of the 
currently available technologies.  The e-book will conclude with 
a chapter on future trends that can be expected to accompany 
the growing public awareness and the likely technological and 
legislative impact on future anti-counterfeit systems that could 
follow.  

Methodology
The preparation of this e-book involved an extensive literature 
research as well as interviews with leading industry experts and 
representatives from companies active in the authentication 
market. information from these sources was analysed to determine 
the latest strategies, technologies, and future trends.

Glossary

Annealing:  altering (strength, durability, harness, etc.) a 
compound’s microstructure through heat.  

Biometric: Scientific method for recognizing individuals from 
statistically relevant unique physical traits.

CIJ:  Continuous ink Jet uses high-speed electrostatically charged 
ink drops to print through a microscopic mesh nozzle at a distance.  
This mature technology is common on product production lines and 
filling stations for date-stamp coding and applying various other 
data.  

Covert:  Hidden from view under normal lighting conditions 
without a tool or reader.

DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid, a complex organic compound found 
in all living cells statistically unique to individuals. 

Fluorescence:  The phenomenon of a substance that immediately 
emits visible light when absorbing light or radiation of a 
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wavelength outside of the visible spectrum.

Inorganic:  a compound that is not of organic (biological) origin.

Infrared (IR): infrared light is longer wavelength (0.7 – 300 
microns) than human invisible light.

Level I:  overt authentication technology.

Level II:  Covert—nonforensic, nonproprietary technology.

Level III: Covert—proprietary and forensic technology.

Luminescence:  Visible light emitted at low-temperature 
conditions caused in special chemical or electrical or other 
circumstances. 

Micron (μm):  one micrometer = one millionth of a meter.

Microscopic:  objects smaller than can be seen with the naked 
eye.

Micrometer:  one micron (μm) = one millionth of a meter.

Nanometer (nm):  one billionth of a meter.

Overt:  Visible under normal lighting conditions without a tool or 
reader.

Organic: a substance of biological (animal or vegetable) origin.

Phosphorescence: The phenomenon as in fluorescence but 
where the visible light is emitted slowly after absorbing the light or 
radiation of a wavelength outside of the visible spectrum.

Polarized Light:  polarized light devices are very useful tools for 
studying the characteristics of materials.  Such devices emit light 
with its electric vector oriented in a predictable fashion with respect 
to the propagation direction.    

Pigment:  an organic or inorganic dry substance that changes the 
colour of reflected or transmitted light. 

Stoichiometry:  The calculation of the relationship between the 
amounts of chemicals in a chemical reaction or in the formation of 
a chemical compound.

Taggant:  a chemical or physical marker.

Type I Error: False positive (reading genuine when in fact 
counterfeit).   

Type II Error: False negative (reading counterfeit when in fact 
genuine).

Ultraviolet (UV): UV light is shorter wavelength (10 – 400 
nanometers) than human invisible light.

Introduction and Methodology
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Technologies for Authentication
There is a seemingly endless array of cutting-edge and unique 
technologies available to fight counterfeiting, gray markets, identity 
theft, warranty fraud and other crimes.  in developing strategies 
and action plans, stakeholders are typically led straight into a 
relative comparison of technology strength where subjective claims 
are plentiful but objective facts are rare.  This lack of information 
is often explained away by the cloak-and-dagger nature of fighting 
crime and staying a step ahead of criminal elements, but this often 
results in confusion and inaction.  

Before delving into this complicated and technology-centric world 
of anti-counterfeit strategies, it is useful to step back to consider 
their purpose.  The ever-expanding assortment of technologies 
available is impressive, but unless they meet the clear goals of 
an overall strategy, can be implemented seamlessly into the 
existing supply chain, and provide easy-to-understand Yes or no 
authentication that limits or eliminates Type i and Type ii errors for 
the system users, they are simply gimmicks that will not effectively 
serve a purpose.

like it or not, cost implications also come into play; although 
in most cases the technologies that can meet the basic criteria 
outlined above will allow for the most cost-efficient strategy.  The 
main system costs almost always reside in education, integration 
and hardware.  Those same costs would repeat and accumulate 
after a system failure.  The expected system lifespan and 
technology roadmap are therefore additional critical elements to 
control costs and improve the chance for success.  

Choosing the right system components is complicated.  no supplier 
or integrator can properly recommend the technology component 
of a strategy without having a clear idea of the system goals, 
processes and limitations.  The exchange of clear and objective 
information between the short-listed technology suppliers or third-
party integrators and system user/designer is critical.  Here, secrets 
are the enemy of success.

in the financial and identity sectors, the supply chain is less 
complex and more secure, and the experience with counterfeit 
prevention is more advanced than in the product sector, where 
counterfeiting is a more recent phenomenon.  in fact, verification 
of an identity or financial promissory note is the simple reason 
such documents exist.  Counterfeiting or tampering with such 
documents has a high return to certain criminals, as well as a 
potentially high cost to governments and other issuers.  as a 
result, the authentication technologies chosen are often the most 
advanced and secure.  This is also reflected in the relatively high 
per-unit protection budget for identification documents, and high 
volume driven authentication budgets for banknotes.  Type ii error 
prevention prevails in these fields, in that letting an identity thief 
or fake euro note enter into circulation is a greater setback than 
falsely suspecting a genuine article.  For this reason, multiple 
technologies are used and communicated so suspicions can be 
further checked relatively quickly on the spot.

on the other hand, products exist to profitably serve a perceived 
market need.  The extent of profitability in any market sector is 
acknowledged to be tied to the strength of the brand.  

Covert Technologies in Authentication Strategies

FIGURE 2.1 
Payne Security reader
Note: Reader can be 
programmed to authenticate 
unique taggant formulations 
on products and can also 
detect commercially available 
phosphor taggant materials.
Source: Payne Security
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Brand-protection strategy formulation is far more complex, while 
the budgets rarely reflect the extent of the risk to brand equity 
and company operating margins.  Brand owners suffer revenue 
losses and brand erosion due to everything from gray market, 
information tampering (i.e. expiry dates), genuine packaging refill, 
and warranty fraud to plain counterfeiting.  an effective brand-
protection strategy must set goals that consider each kind of threat.  
The fraudsters can be relatively low-tech back-alley counterfeit 
operations (i.e. refilling a few whiskey bottles a month in Taipei and 
then selling to bar owners) to organized-crime units with access to 
high-tech production assets.  Technology alone is never the solution, 
but it can be a great deterrent when intelligently integrated into an 
overall brand protection strategy.  

System Goals and Budgets
in developing a strategy, one must first identify the nature and 
extent of the current and future threats, and if possible, develop 
the goals and tactics to address each threat.  Such threats can 
be readily identified but rarely quantified.  This continues to be a 
source of frustration for brand owners who lack accurate data or 
are not even aware of problems until the brand damage is done.  
Brand owners continue to look for a positive roi or a compelling 
cost/benefit analysis to justify brand-protection investments.  
Unfortunately, such objective data is notoriously hard to collect—
just like trying to determine clear results from investment in brand 
communication.  The difference between brand-building efforts 
(like advertising, marketing communication and sponsorship), and 
brand-protection efforts (protecting the brand equity enhanced 
from such investments) is simply that company directors accept 

that brand building is a corporate necessity.  This belief in brand 
building is relentlessly repeated in business school teaching, 
which often correlates a strong brand to the ‘goodwill’ that allows 
the company to earn above-average profits for their sector.  and 
so it’s ironic that although it is just as difficult to objectively 
measure the return on brand-building investments as the return 
on brand-protection investments, companies do not think twice 
about pursuing their brand-building strategies while letting brand 
protection lag behind.

Given a company’s accepted belief in the value of its brand, and a 
basic understanding that counterfeiting can certainly undermine 
that value, one would expect that  a portion of the brand-building 
budget would be automatically held aside for brand-protection 
efforts; this is rarely the case.  instead, brand-protection budgets 
are subject to roi or cost/benefit analyses that if applied to 
brand-building budgets would cripple brand communication and 
advertising efforts.  

The impact of such a lax approach to security is predictable:  
Counterfeiters will always follow the path of least resistance.  
Combine the high profitability of a good brand with a lack of 
concerted effort to protect the brand and   notoriously weak 
penalties for criminals who do get caught, and the scene is set 
for a brand-security breach. The oldest and largest brand owners 
that are most often at risk: These massive companies built their 
global supply chains and distribution channels over time and 
became blind to the exposure of their products to counterfeiting. 
another practice that heightens these companies’ risks is choosing 
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production and packaging sites based on who was the lowest 
bidder, and often without much consideration to physical and 
intellectual security. This created a complex web of supply and 
distribution, and those convoluted routes from raw material supply 
to the product’s final market destination are simply too vast to 
dissect and monitor effectively.   

packaging is often the only clear product identifier.  new printing 
and scanning technologies, globalization, and the internet made 
the distribution chain easier for criminals to access. monitoring 
such extensive third-party distribution channels is a mammoth 
undertaking, but it is necessary for understanding the threats and 
developing action plans to thwart them.

if we accept that effectively auditing distribution channels (and 
for many brands, the supply chain as well) is critical to a successful 
brand-protection program, the question then becomes who can 
and will do the authentication.  Choosing the right individual/
company is a critical first step for collecting the information used 
to design—and ultimately implement—an authentication strategy.  
it also affects the choice of technology to support the strategy.  
The ongoing method of understanding the threats, setting goals, 
and measuring success will require information from system users, 
among other metrics.  

System Users
To ensure a program’s success, the choice of system user is critical.  
a system can have different levels of users, yet the first level should 
be considered the most important. one might expect that the more 

people involved fighting counterfeit, the better.  That view is not 
widely held among long-time industry insiders, many of whom 
ascribe to the rather insular cloak-and-dagger theory that it’s better 
to allow few in on secrets. However, in this era of technology-
driven protection, many very real brand-security threats can be 
best addressed by, of course, reducing risks at the outset, and then 
by understanding the benefits of a wider set of system users.  a 
greater number of players can be involved in the authentication 
process, given the following conditions:  
 •  awareness that a protection issue exists or can be 

communicated to users
 •  Users will not / cannot select another item if aware of 

counterfeit issues
 •  proposed system users have a genuine interest in 

authenticating
 •  Technology security (including reader) does not rely on 

secrets
 •  authentication training is possible and cost effective to 

this set of users

For financial and identity documents, the answers are fairly clear 
cut.  anyone who accepts a banknote needs to trust that the 
note is genuine.  (Knowing who needs to authenticate it must be 
combined with the desire to authenticate.)  There is certainly a 
greater awareness among the general public of the possibility of 
counterfeit or tampered (denomination change) banknotes than 
there is with most products.  This helps to explain the financial 
sector’s leading role in creating and communicating overt (visible 
and authenticated without a special reader) security features for its 

FIGURE 2.2 
Alpvision Cryptoglyph
Source: AlpVision
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first and largest set of system users—here, anyone who uses paper 
currency.

Still, even fake banknotes are able to enter into circulation not 
because the features are necessarily well copied (except perhaps for 
the old U.S. $100 bill rumoured to have been counterfeited by the 
north Koreans), but because they are sufficiently similar enough to 
fool an unsuspecting victim.  The level of interest in authentication 
is driven primarily by the user’s level of suspicion as well as his/her 
fear of a negative outcome.  Suspicious individuals may be the type 
to look for colour-shifting ink on a bank note for fear of personal 
loss or harm, but they may also simply demand a lower price when 
they do encounter a ‘branded’ product whose origins they sense are 
suspect.  

Until the public, or any user for that matter, is aware that 
counterfeit products are a real threat, they are unlikely to be 
suspicious and devote the time or effort to authenticate anything.  
They would be far less likely to be fooled once convinced that 
counterfeiting is indeed widespread and likewise educated 
about today’s advanced authentication features.  Understanding 
that an informed public is the best defence against counterfeit, 
governments are stepping up the education and communication 
of authentication features on banknotes.  To be effective, this 
education should include information on the level of buyer risk 
(awareness) to motivate the behaviour desired (authentication).  
Some product counterfeit-awareness communication appeals to 
moral values and imparts information on the possible criminal 
uses of profits from counterfeit goods, particularly those that fund 

terrorism.  as with any form of ‘advertising,’ it is difficult to gauge 
actual results from this approach.

individual companies have been less willing to spend money 
on consumer education and communication for fear that 
acknowledging the counterfeiting issue will simply drive business 
to their competitors.  However, advocates of communication and 
education contend that industry-wide legislation (as is currently 
being considered by the pharmaceuticals industry) would best 
serve consumers and companies by forcing across-the-board security 
measures that would also keep the playing field level among 
competing corporations.

at this stage, the question of communication related to covert 
technologies enters the discussion.  The adjective ‘covert’ is defined 
in the Collins english dictionary as ‘concealed or secret.’  This 
definition can be misleading when referring to an authentication 
system.   Covert technologies are not visible without the aid of a 
‘reader’; however, they do not necessarily have to remain secret, at 
least not to a small set of users.  

Secrecy has its place, to be sure; there is no doubt that 
disseminating information without purpose holds little or no value.  
Still, the opposite is also true: withholding information within 
a small circle of investigators / agents does little if anything to 
actually reduce counterfeit.  limiting the ‘feet on the street’ limits 
the information retrieved, its timeliness, and the effectiveness of 
any ensuing action.  engaging legitimate distribution channel 
players can have many benefits, including reducing channel entry 
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points, eliminating distributors’ claims that they were ‘unaware’ 
of their own purchases of illegitimate products, and possibly even 
causing would-be counterfeiters to move on.  
The choice of using overt or covert authentication technologies—or 
a combination of both—for the biggest subset of system users 
should be defined by their ability to meet the system goals, not 
by whether the technology is visible with or without a reader. it is 
true that covert technologies for the general public are not likely 
appropriate, but many systems are now being designed with the 
final distribution point or even warranty centres as the largest 
subset of users.  in such cases, strong forensic covert technologies 
may best fit the purpose.  

Authentication Tools and Procedures
Field authentication can be divided into two forms: shelf-check 
and purchase audit.  when discretion is critical and user safety is a 
concern, it may be desirable to perform a quick and discrete level i 
and/or level ii shelf-check of inventory or displayed items.  where 
there is an ability to purchase a product without raising suspicion, a 
purchase audit can often bring more conclusive results. The choice 
of verification procedure(s) will therefore impact the combined 
technology/reader short list for each set of users. 

Secure overt and certain covert technologies are advantageous 
for shelf-check investigations.  preferably the verification can be 
done at distance, allowing a quick check either visually or with a 
small discrete reader, and preferably without handling the product.  
This would be more efficient for the user and reduce cost for the 
company as they would not have to pay forhere are user-efficiency 

without secret corporate budget line items dedicated to audit 
purchases, but the work can be dangerous and should therefore be 
limited to professional investigators or police.  

purchase audit procedures allow a full field (and possibly 
laboratory) inspection of the packaging as well as product in 
question with the use of microscopes or other such readers.  if the 
reader contains no hidden technology that could compromise the 
system if in the wrong hands—and it is cost efficient—a wider set of 
players can be used to perform the audits.  This procedure is more 
effective than the shelf-check and is generally required as a follow-
up to a shelf-check investigation.  one scenario it can uncover 
is when the genuine product is on display, and then switched 
to the counterfeit product sometime during the transaction. a 
record of the purchase transaction itself adds credibility from a 
legal perspective.  The retailer may face prosecution with such 
evidence or perhaps provide other valuable information allowing 
investigators or police to move up to more important players in the 
counterfeit distribution and production channels.

For covert technologies, the reader is an important tool—and comes 
with an important caveat:  The greater the number of system users, 
the greater the total cost of the hardware and the greater the 
likelihood that the reader will fall into the wrong hands.  it is also 
important that the reading procedure is simple, with a clear Yes or 
no response both for ongoing usage and training requirements.  
The likelihood of Type i and Type ii errors must be considered 
as well as understanding which type of error is most damaging.  
readers that are unique for each technology or user group are 
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often more likely to require some reverse engineering or trial-and-
test method to enable someone to compromise the technology. 
Unique readers are also less likely to be adopted by cooperative 
third parties like law enforcement and customs, or used in joint-
industry investigations.

Tools like microscopes and portable phones are interesting in that 
they are free of secret technology (or can be password-protected for 
phone software), are easy to use and commonly available.  Special 
software can be loaded into many camera phones to allow 2D 
bar-code scanning.  Database access technologies are becoming 
more prevalent, allowing fast identification and authentication 
down to the unit level.  Some technologies—following the logic 
of biometrics—are not necessarily added during the printing, 
packaging or manufacturing processes.  instead, random 
microscopic imperfections can be read on the product during any 
part of the process.  even existing documents issued years ago 
can be authenticated, then ‘read’ with the data stored in a secure 
database, and no new document production is required.  in some 
cases, database access is not necessary with the random and 
unique imperfections coded by 2D matrix on the same document 
or package.  rather than look for stand-alone encrypted track-and-
trace technologies offering some weaker form of authentication 
– often based on first hits to a database, combinations of item level 
serialization with a strong forensic covert read by a technology free 
tool offer very compelling advantages including cost and repeated 
ease of use.

in the pharmaceuticals industry, where there has been a high level 

of interest among patient advocate groups, government bodies, 
the world Health organization (wHo), and industry players to 
establish an industry-wide system to authenticate medicines, the 
focus has been on:
 1.  product integrity (including preventing or managing 

repackaging) 
 2.  product authentication (using covert and overt 

technologies)
 3.  product identification (harmonized coding and 

identification systems for secondary packs of 
pharmaceuticals)

repackaging remains the biggest obstacle to progress in europe: 
Threats include counterfeit, reimbursement fraud, expiry-date 
tampering, among others.  The users are defined as the dispensing 
points.  

Unfortunately, solutions to combat many of these threats that can 
be implemented in the relatively near term (under 4 years) exclude 
global authentication and internet distribution.  

also, brand owners are insisting that overts and coverts be used 
only on high-risk products and, even then, chosen individually 
rather than across-the-board use.  earlier efforts using rFiD and 
full track-and-trace have basically been abandoned due to cost and 
complexity.  Data matrix costs estimated at less than 0.3 cents per 
item versus rFiD costs of 20 to 40 euro cents per item.

ideally, the choice of an authentication tool or reader should also 
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require the least change with future generations of technology.  
Business-card-sized tools are compelling in that they are cheap, 
convenient, often provide clear responses, and can even be training 
reminders.  next-step procedures (to implement when a suspicious 
product is identified) can be printed on the cards.  However, it is 
important that the cards are passed directly to the users to avoid 
fake cards making their way into circulation.

in general, the tool must fit the purpose and user; and, as always, 
the less reliance on secrets the better. 

The Technology
layering of technologies is often touted as the best strategy.  
The key is to combine technologies in a manner that maximises 
their interaction for a broad base of system users and to use that 
combination of attributes to meet the systems’ needs.  no one 
technology will likely be sufficient to check all the boxes of a 
desired level of system design.   in fact, combining complementary 
technologies often surpasses the value of a single, higher-cost 
technology, provided excessive training is not required.   
a covert technology known only to a handful of corporate 
investigators misses the opportunity to more actively engage the 
legitimate distributors in the channels and to interact with the 
other technologies.  Such secrecy also allows counterfeiters to 
effectively get their fakes into the distribution system with the least 
effort, as they have only to simulate the features the distribution 
channel members are aware of.  

even so, using overt and covert technologies with the sole purpose 

of a hierarchy of secrecy is still common.  in such cases, covert 
technologies are known only to a few individuals—typically 
corporate investigators.  However, secrecy is not a strategy.  There 
is little difference between a strategy that relies on secrecy and 
a simple magic trick: Flashy effects can grab your attention, but 
once the secret of the trick is out, all ‘surprise,’ effectiveness and 
security is lost.  authentication System users and designers must 
ask themselves what happens if the secret gets out, as well as how 
they will know when the secret is out.  in most cases, the answers 
to those two questions will trigger the insight that the development 
of a more robust system design is needed.

when technologies do not interact for the largest set of system 
users, and are only disclosed through an ever shrinking hierarchy, 
an opportunity for a more secure system and better, timelier 
information is lost.  even if positive identification of counterfeit 
alone was the sole purpose of the covert technology typically found 
higher up in the system, it would only be useful in recognising 
an otherwise unidentifiable lower-level technology failure.  This 
identification would in turn lead to a required change in the 
more basic authentication methods with the wider audience of 
users.  although there is value in quickly recognizing when such 
system change is necessary, the fact remains that system change is 
prohibitively expensive.  Therefore, to hedge against such risk and 
the associated costs, a hierarchical system that relies on limited 
investigator identification alone is not productive.

on the other hand, it is fair to say that the required strength of 
the technology must be proportional to the threat.  Criminals will 
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not bother simulating a feature that is not necessary for them 
to achieve their goals:  The absence of a simple covert feature 
that only a handful of in-house investigators are aware of will 
not prevent the product from entering the distribution channel. 
But having a stand-alone covert feature solely for rapid field 
authentication may be justified in some instances, such as a 
response time requirement for confirming that seized goods at port 
are counterfeit.

another important consideration is proper supplier assessment.  
Start-up technology ventures often encounter early cash-flow 
problems and go bankrupt or lose outside funding for their 
technology roadmap.  others may face patent challenges that they 
are not willing or able to defend against, which has an impact 
on global capacity that favors the criminals.  There is a trade-off 
between the cutting-edge technology and the time-tested, more 
mature technologies. 

although criminals assume greater risks when choosing to 
counterfeit banknotes (stiff penalties and prosecution are in store 
for them if caught), the reward for their efforts is high.  Consider: 
with banknotes, there is no product to acquire or produce; the 
note itself needs only to be adequately simulated.  when the 
reward is high, counterfeiters are motivated to spend more effort 
in simulation, and therefore the first-level authentication features 
need to be very secure.  The machine-readable covert features are 
basically not required to get the note into circulation, and by the 
time the aTms or banks catch the fraudulent note, the sequence 
of exchanges back to the counterfeiter is often untraceable. many 

protection-system designers look to banknotes for tested first-level 
overt features as banknotes have often already been exposed to 
high levels of threat.  
  
in banknotes, overt features can be found in the substrate, printing 
/ inks, and optically variable devices (oVDs).  in busy and dimly 
lit environments, it is often the absence of the normally crisp feel 
of a cotton-based banknote paper that triggers the suspicion of 
retail staff.  This then leads them to look more closely for other 
known features of genuine notes from watermarks, to raised and 
finely detailed intaglio printing, to colour-shifting inks, security 
threads and transparent windows.  although a UV light can be 
used to detect obvious counterfeits, it is not secure enough to be 
recommended for authentication.  

it is interesting to note that beyond the security in the features 
themselves, some features can only be added during substrate 
production and others only during the printing process.  This 
combination of substrate and printing application is a good 
method to increase overall system security by adding hurdles to 
decent simulation.  Such combinations of substrate and printing 
applications should be considered when exploring brand-protection 
technology combinations, with the understanding, of course, that 
the risk of compromise is greater in nonsecure environments.   
in identity documents, the greatest threat exists in tampering 
and skimming.  Both the identity of the document holder and 
the document need to be authenticated, and the access to 
information or financial transactions of fraudulent holders becomes 
a primary and urgent concern.  For this reason, more effort has 
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been dedicated to tamper avoidance and authentication of the 
card holder to the identity, rather than assuming the holder in 
possession of the card is the true owner.  

Chip and pin and rFiD (proximity) cards have greatly reduced the 
threat from skimming, because in the past, it was the magnetic 
stripes held the important data. identity documents can now 
use much of the same protection strategies as banknotes, with 
more focus on the printing and protective measures—including 
lamination processes—that can help prevent variable data 
tampering.  laser engraving and secondary photo printing are good 
deterrents in cards as well, and biometrics and other advanced 
technologies that record ‘unique to individual’ traits are well suited 
to the higher end of the identity document market.  applications 
for biometrics beyond such high-end markets are limited; the cost 
of an rFiD tag and infrastructure also limit usage to closed-loop 
systems and are cost prohibitive to be used simply as a form of 
brand protection.  where the documents are being machine read 
or scanned, there are many more options for detecting counterfeits. 
Diffractive optical variable image devices (DoViDs) and other 
forms of holograms and oVDs are good devices for storing covert 
authentication technologies, although brand owners have rejected 
them as a form of level i security because customers seem to 
be easily fooled by simple imitations.  it can be difficult for a 
company to justify adding an overt security feature if a product is 
not perceived as valuable by the general public and the product 
already contains covert features. in many growing brand-protection 
industries like fast moving consumer goods (FmCG) and nutrition, 
the focus has been on coverts and sometimes serialization to 

address a combination of threats.

For all the effort to date, consumers remain relatively uninterested 
in authenticating.  Brand security can be compromised even by 
very poorly simulated features simply because consumers don’t 
know there is a problem, let alone that they can do something 
about it.  Today, even if consumers become aware of an issue, 
they are still unlikely to know what to do.  one pharmaceuticals 
company removed their genuine hologram label from circulation 
after it had been compromised. The company then discovered 
that their russian customers, who in this case were aware of the 
counterfeiting threats, readily believed the fake products that 
retained a hologram label were genuine— a disastrous final blow 
given the time and resources dedicated to taking action in the first 
place.

Given the difficulty of communicating protection features to 
disinterested customers, combined with the public’s familiarity and 
strength of features on the dollar bill, FBrothers & Company, inc. 
offer a system named ValidatemyTag™ in which a U.S. dollar bill 
is used as the overt device attached to the product in question.  
Customers can check the authenticity of the Greenback, then SmS 
its unique serial number for authentication, receiving a response 
with the product and serial number information.  even better—they 
can spend the $1 tag afterward.

Brand owners hesitate to act alone to build awareness of a 
counterfeit threat, which is necessary to ensure consumers are 
motivated to learn about and use any overt security features.  
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Certain high-risk products may carry overt technologies, particularly 
in the U.S., where corporate liability concerns for inaction of a 
known threat are greatest, but these are the exception rather than 
the rule.  Still, most product counterfeits today are found in the 
market without even simulating the genuine overt features where 
they do appear.

This brings us back to covert technologies.  when the system user 
isn’t the general public, there are a myriad of covert technologies 
that can support the strategic goals of an anti-counterfeiting 
system.  in general, covert technologies can be applied at a much 
lower per-unit cost—especially over high volumes than overt 
technologies—which makes a compelling case for an across-the-
product-range marking as the first step in a brand-protection 
strategy.  Using a covert technology to quickly field-authenticate 
any of a range of products is a simple, solid base around which an 
effective overall strategy can be built.  additionally, using a security 
feature across all brands—or even all products—greatly simplifies 
communication, reduces confusion, and thereby increases action on 
the part of the potential users.  

Given the relative insecurity of supply and distribution channels, 
the choice of brand-protection technology should be unique and 
immediately verifiable for the brand owner, and perhaps even 
extend that authentication to region or factory.  in other words, 
even if the technology itself is highly resistant to simulation and 
ultimately unique to the technology supplier, each brand must 
be further protected from compromise in the supply chain of 
other legitimate customers of the same technology supplier.  That 

uniqueness should be protected by ip where possible— branding 
the technology for the customer.  although it may be difficult for a 
counterfeiter or even a legitimate player to replicate a combination 
of rare earth metals or up-converting phosphors, it is not illegal or 
impossible—especially if the readers slip into the wrong hands.  
There are a growing number of taggant suppliers that can make 
customer-differentiated products like Dna markers and optical 
taggants.  although they do not yet go so far as to identify each 
unique product, they can be used in combinations that allow a 
substantial number of unique codes that can be divided among 
factories or regions or products giving even increased internal 
security against leaks.  other read-only products differentiate down 
to the product level by reading microscopic random production 
imperfections—similar to a fingerprint—for each product, document 
or package.  These nonmanufactured technologies are discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 4.

Application and Delivery Decisions
Determining the goals of a protection system, who the users will 
be, how they will be motivated to carry out the authentication, 
and what type of tools and procedures will be used are the basic 
components of selecting the technology assets for the system 
design. But, for brand owners in particular, it is this next step that’s 
the tricky part:  applying the technology, which adds significant 
complexity as well as new risks.

The issue:  How and where should these technologies be applied?  
For banknote printing, the answers are typically in the substrate 
manufacturing processes or the printing processes.  Both such 
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operations are already secure and flexible.  For identity documents, 
the personalisation and tamper-preventive features could be added 
centrally or at remote centres like Driving licence offices.  although 
important, the choice is not complex and results in a manageable 
short list of technology providers.

There are a number of other factors that restrict or delay the use 
of overt technologies in brand-protection systems.  whereas the 
financial and iD document industries are set up with a limited 
number of very secure printing facilities, and enjoy a fairly strong 
public interest in authenticating, this is not the case for branded 
products.  each major brand has a multitude of production 
and packaging sites, all likely to be using different printers and 
packaging suppliers.  many banknote security-feature suppliers 
are reluctant to supply their product to general printers, as doing 
so could potentially expose their primary customers to some risk.  
Both the brand owner and the technology supplier could become 
victims of a leak at a competitor’s nonsecure facility; brand owners 
that have added overts to their packaging for further protection 
have often found that the counterfeiters are quickly able to develop 
reasonable facsimiles of the overts as well—if they even deem it 
necessary to do so. (it is often not necessary to replicate the overt 
feature as the consumer and distribution channel is not aware of it 
or simply isn’t motivated to try to authenticate or take action.)  

adding a tamper-evident label with an overt security feature 
designed for customer recognition and authentication—and that 
is also produced at a secure facility and securely shipped to the 
multiple plant sites—can be a costly, massive global integration 

undertaking.  if consumers are the main system users, then there 
are major associated costs to educate them. integrating such 
security measures into such a global system is not only costly and 
complicated, but requires additional disaster recovery plans or 
adds risks of stock outs and other commercial bottleneck issues 
that can have severely negative consequences.  legislation adds 
another layer of complication in industries like pharmaceuticals, 
which require that any visible changes to packaging be registered 
with government agencies.  Finally, cost implications for tamper-
evident labels with overt technologies leave all but the most at-risk 
products protected, creating still more confusion for distribution 
channels, government agencies, and consumers.   

For security and control reasons, it is often preferable to apply the 
security feature in-house on the filling or production line, even if 
the marking or taggant appears only on the packaging.  This often 
greatly reduces choice of covert technology alternatives down to 
those that can be applied by laser, continuous ink jet, pad printing 
or as tamper-evident seals.  To increase the options for application, 
one way of delivering technologies to nonsecure third-party 
facilities (i.e. regular printing / packaging suppliers) is to secure 
the process for certain limited periods of production.  Having a 
team of trusted specialists carry in the special technology, ensure 
it is applied to a discrete and measurable number of packages 
and products (that are in turn securely shipped to the in-house 
production or filling lines) is possible when packaging production 
runs are relatively infrequent.  many purchasing departments prefer 
this method rather than being restricted to gathering quotes from 
a very limited number of ‘secure’ printing facilities, which often 
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conflicts with a company’s strict purchasing guidelines.

Beyond that, it is always preferable to eliminate or at least limit 
additional process steps involved in applying technologies.  Using 
invisible taggants or markers that can be applied in existing inks 
reduces complaints from a marketing staff about a change in their 
product’s appearance and avoids extra steps related to adding an 
ink station, or other process.  This becomes all the more critical 
when the marker must be applied at multiple sites around the 
world:  it takes only one site to be unable to accommodate another 
process step for the entire program to become derailed.  additional 
process steps would also require opening all the existing printing 
contracts to allow new cost negotiation; obviously this can become 
a nightmare for purchasing and marketing departments—one that 
they may fight hard to avoid.

ironically, an existing bottleneck in a supply chain can often 
create the perfect application point for a new covert technology 
(assuming, of course, that the fewer the application points, the 
better).  This is especially true for high-fixed-cost investments 
like special laser engraving equipment, or reading software for 
database technologies.  

another caution for companies making application and delivery 
decisions is to remain aware of how technologies can be applied. in 
general, the more flexible the application method, the better, because 
even when all chosen sites can apply a technology with their existing 
equipment, future upgrades and acquisitions could create unforeseen 
complications and possibly jeopardize the entire program.

Authentication Training
Determining exactly who the system users are and how they 
need to be trained is of course critical to the success of any 
authentication program.  Communicating directly to the general-
public end-user is often too expensive and risky to be considered, 
which further solidifies the idea that distribution channels like 
banks (currency) and retailers (currency and products) should be 
designated end users.

in terms of protection, brands with official distribution channels 
(such as automotive dealer franchises) have two advantages.  
First, they would typically have direct access to their channels and 
already have official communication processes in place that are 
less likely to be compromised.  Second, driving customers to these 
channels is often already a primary marketing goal, thus putting 
the brand-protection strategy in sync with existing corporate 
marketing objectives.  

where distribution occurs through less-controlled third-party 
channels, it is often advantageous for brand owners to work with 
their legitimate competitors in brand-protection efforts.   The 
benefits of such cooperation include cost reduction, message 
strength and a greater likelihood that the brand’s message is 
heard; there is also a reduction in the perceived threat of displacing 
revenues to the competitor.  in such cases the use of identical 
readers has great advantages for authentication training, as well as 
for joint audits and investigations.  Covert options such as optical 
microtaggants can be used with the same reader, with each brand 
owner carrying a unique symbolized taggant.  
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The owner/manager of the user channel must be involved in 
and committed to the training to ensure the message is followed.  
Therefore, the owner-manager himself must be schooled in the 
advantages to him/his business and the risks for not complying 
(see enforcement and Communication Strategy below).  

Enforcement and Communication Strategy
in brand protection, decisions related to how strategies are 
enforced and communicated require high-level compliance from 
many corporate departments, including marketing, legal and 
purchasing.  The brand-protection strategy must define whether the 
corporation has the appetite (and budget) to pursue conviction of 
criminals, and also whether they will publicly communicate their 
enforcement actions as a deterrent to future criminals.  working in 
conjunction with legitimate industry players should be the preferred 
path—including investigation, audits, legal action, communication, 
and sharing of best practices.  For some companies, however, this 
basic logic still requires a paradigm shift.

Companies may find that their own suppliers engaged in illegal 
activity from ‘third shift’ production selling fully identical goods 
directly to market, to using tooling owned by contract of one brand 
owner to produce and sell parts under other brands. in such cases, 
purchasing departments may be the best first stop in dealing with 
the situation—sometimes by applying a pre-established penalty 
clause rather than jeopardize the supply of a vital component in 
the short term.  Companies have been able to fund their global 
brand-protection budgets with such purchasing strategies and a 
team of independent channel auditors.

Channel auditors need to be aware of such potential issues, and 
to work with sales analysts to use sales data to help identify 
at-risk items. official channels may also be compelled to follow 
revised receiving procedures that mandate random authentication 
procedures of inbound goods—especially those from nonofficial/
emergency sources.  pharmaceuticals companies often complain 
that pharmacies can always act surprised when counterfeit or 
tampered items are found on their shelves as they often have no 
clear method of authenticating.  in such cases, tools to conduct 
proper authentication effectively eliminate false excuses.   
For training purposes, counterfeit displays illustrate the potential 
for counterfeit components or products to appear at official 
channels of distribution; these displays are good methods to 
increase awareness and ultimately help drive business back to the 
right channels.

Other Considerations
industry collaboration has multiple advantages, as does using 
alliances and associations to promote stricter laws and more 
active enforcement.  as these benefits become more obvious, and 
higher-level management gets more involved, the potential for 
greater industry collaboration in strategy development and action 
plans will certainly lead to a greater desire to share technology—in 
particular, common readers—where distribution channels overlap.  
employing the same technology that the biggest or most influential 
players in an industry use improves the possibility for collaboration 
and reduces the likelihood of costly changes at a later date, when, 
say, a collaboration paradigm shift occurs.  
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as discussed, having to consider the many factors that comprise 
an effective brand-protection strategy is a daunting task. The 
next chapter of this e-book will deal with a methodology to help 
clearly conceptualize and rate each potential element of a covert 
technology.
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Being able to classify and rate a particular covert technology 
requires not only a clear understanding of the technology itself 
(its strengths and weaknesses), but also—and perhaps more 
important—the objectives of the authentication system in which 
it is a component.  as each system has its own specific goals 
and objectives—in addition to specific constraints—any rating 
methodology must remain flexible.  

The iaCa (international association of Currency affairs) is a 
nonprofit association in the currency industry.  it has a core of 
member institutions that represent the leading issuing authorities 
and central banks around the world, as well as security authorities 
and industry players.  in an effort to evaluate banknote features, 
expert workgroups were established to determine key feature 
characteristics, and assign a weighting for their importance in 
authentication.  The table below illustrates the format.

TABLE 3.1 Evaluation of authentication features
Importance of Attribute Quality of Attribute
0  not Desired 0  not present
1  isn’t important 1  Very poor
2  possible to omit 2  poor
3  Desirable 3  Fair
4  important 4  Good
5  Very important 5  excellent

Source: IACA

it is interesting to note that in the iaCa study, the item ‘paper 
sense’ was considered the most important attribute and was the 

only feature that appeared as ‘very important’ among all three 
groups involved (commercial bank cashiers, central bank experts, 
and forensic experts). This reinforces the importance of specialty 
substrates in an authentication process.  additionally, the tactile 
nature of intaglio printing, combined with the limited availability 
of intaglio printers, has long proven successful in the banknote 
printing industry. 

The following methodology for rating a covert technology within 
an authentication System requires the system designers to apply a 
weighting based on the specific goals of the system.  each attribute 
should be weighted from 0 (not desired) to 5 (very important) 
based on the attribute’s relevance to the system goals. Then, actual 
features should be rated from 0 (not present) to 5 (excellent) based 
on the attribute’s relative strength when compared to the short-
listed technologies competing for the project.  

The attributes that are given high-importance (4 – 5) should have 
a minimum acceptable quality level.  For instance, if technology 
strength is critical because the system will be used by a wide set of 
users, including distribution channel players, then one might expect 
that a quality rating minimum would be set at 4. Suppliers that 
don’t hit that minimum would be disqualified from competing for 
the project. 

it is critical that the goals of the entire system—as well as the 
proposed set of users—are clearly defined in advance, and possibly 
even during the application process.  This ensures that the right 
weighting is given to attributes that support the system’s design 
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concept and that the best combination of attributes is considered 
between competing or complementary technologies.  The total 
rating is designed to be a fairly objective assessment of the 
technology (or combination of technologies), thus eliminating 
those technology combinations that don’t adequately fit the bill.

when considering and rating all the factors that comprise a covert 
technology system, it is important to keep top of mind the threats 
inherent to a brand, and the goals of the protection system that 
will be created to eradicate them. This is where a worksheet such 
as that in Table 3.2 illustrates that threats and goals should be 
clearly indicated on top of the worksheet, and the proposed system 
users should be listed immediately thereafter.  (where possible, 
a short list of potential application points should also be listed.)  
System designers can often fall into the trap of simply comparing 
technology gimmicks rather than effectively rating each technology 
or technology combination against a clearly defined purpose, and 
a worksheet such as this helps keep the focus on the ultimate goals 
of the system.

Finally, understanding the full system costs will allow a fair 
cost/benefit analysis.  a detailed discussion related to each 
attribute is found below the worksheet in order to provide a 
clear understanding of some common systems goals and the 
corresponding attribute and its components.  

The following are some key questions to consider prior to assigning 
a rating to each security attribute:
 1.  What is the purpose of the Authentication 

System: Detect and define counterfeit problem, 
Support Track & Trace initiative, reduce Counterfeit in 
official Channels, Find and prosecute Counterfeiters, 
reduce Gray market, reduce Corporate liability, meet 
european legislative requirements.

 2.  What are the principal objectives (measurable, 
timely, realistic): increase genuine monthly sales rate 
in russia by 20% in next 12 months, reduce expiry-
date tampering by 50% in indonesia by January 2012, 
reduce UK reimbursement fraud payments by 25% by 
Dec 2011, identify and document counterfeit issues in 
latin america in 2011.

 3.  Who are the system users: investigators, Corporate 
Sales Staff, Border agents, police, 3rd party auditors, 
official Distribution principals, Dispensing / retail 
outlets, warranty return Center Claims Staff, aircraft 
maintenance Supervisors.

 4.  How will the users authenticate: Discrete and 
random in-store Shelf-Check, Check point audit, 
random Field purchase audit, Volunteer Customer 
Check at point of purchase.

 5.  Does the field authentication process require 
discretion: Yes (i.e. shelf-check by investigator) or no 
(purchase audit).
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 �.  Is the covert technology required for goods 
to enter the distribution chain (is this changed 
by question 3?): Yes or no (impact on counterfeiter 
motivation to replicate covert technology).

 7.  How motivated are the counterfeiters to 
simulate the technology: High (required for 
current and ongoing sales, required for access, avoid 
prosecution) or low (not required to enter distribution 
channel, no personal risk or ongoing business concern).

 8.  Will counterfeiters be pursued legally: Yes (is a 
forensic feature required?) or no

 9.  How will distributors and holders of counterfeit 
documents or goods be handled: arrested and 
prosecuted, fined, warned, publically identified, not 
informed.

 10.  Will activity require current or future 
collaboration within industry or governments: 
Joint investigations with legitimate brand owners, 
multiple state/country authentications.

TABLE 3.2 Sample supplier assessment worksheet

Technologies for Authentication
as previously stated, attribute weighting should be done in terms 
of overall system goals.  in a brand-protection system where the 
covert technology is simply used by internal corporate investigators 
to discretely check their goods on independent retail shelf space, 
the counterfeiter would not likely spend any effort to simulate the 
covert technology. in such a case, the Technology Security Strength 

weighting may be designated only as 3 (desirable).  However, the 
Seamless Supply Chain integration, and Discrete Field Use would 
be quite important with a weighting of 4 or 5 each and a minimum 
acceptable rating of 4 for a supplier to remain on the short list.
Should the same company wish to protect their consumers from 
out-of-date product where the expiry date has been tampered with, 
the company might engage their authorized retail network to help 
monitor their geographic areas.  in this case, Security Strength, 
and a Clear and Simple Yes or no reading—and most of the other 
attributes—would become much more important (weighting in the 
4 and 5 range).

each attribute should be rated on its individual merit alone, since 
the weighting ensures that the resultant total supplier rating is 
relevant to the system goals.    

Readers and Procedures
By the definition of covert set forth in this e-book, there must be 
some form of reader and authentication procedure inherent in the 
covert technology system. Therefore, the reader forms an extremely 
important function.

a reader that can meet the attributes listed below, while remaining 
generic enough to also be used for similar but user-unique or 
-differentiated technologies could become standard for the 
authentication industry that greatly expands the ‘feet on the street’ 
potential in the authentication system.  in other words, if a reader 
can authenticate various technologies (or a similar technology 
with differentiation) and can therefore be widely adopted, 

CLICK TO VIEW TABLE

FIGURE 3.1
Kodak Traceless reader

Source: Kodak
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it may become the reader of choice—driving the technology 
choices.  This can happen with aTms, cash-dispensing machines, 
credit card or other card readers, and possibly even with simple 
handheld tools, such as high-pixel mobile camera phones as well 
as microscopes.  an authentication strategy whose goals require 
widely disseminated readers must pay particular attention to the 
considerations set forth in this chapter.

Field Use (purchase audit): no particular restrictions to timing and 
discretion here.  Designed for use in secure location after routine 
purchase of the item in question.   

Field Use (shelf-check): discrete reader, at distance, speed of 
reading.  Discretion is key, as risks can be high.  The faster the 
reading can be taken and the safer the distance from the item 
on the shelf, the better.  The reader itself needs to be small and 
inconspicuous.

Clear & Simple Yes or No Reading: simplicity of use and 
training.  This is particularly important when a large number 
of users are involved to minimise the likelihood of any one user 
making a mistake and to allow for faster and easier training.  How 
long does it take to train a user from scratch?  The answer to this 
question is a primary, critical factor in determining the rating of 
competitive readers.  it is easy for those who are closely involved in 
the system development to overestimate the interest a wide range 
of users might have regarding authentication procedures, and 
likewise to underestimate the cost of training them.

resistance to Type i errors: no false negative.  Systems where a 
false negative is highly problematic (identifying a genuine item as 
counterfeit) must weight this attribute with a high number (4 or 
5).  For example,  wrongly denying a genuine customer at warranty 
claim  can create substantial bad press and damage the brand the 
system was created to protect.

Resistance to Type II Errors: no false positive.  Systems where 
a false positive is highly problematic (identifying a counterfeit as 
genuine) must weight this attribute with a high number (4 or 5). 
example: an imposter uses a fake access card to enter a highly 
restricted area.

Resistance to Tampering: no secrets is the best policy, reverse 
engineering hurdles.  if the readers are widely held—and especially 
where Type ii errors are critical—it is important that the reader is 
resistant to tampering and has a trip mechanism that indicates 
when tampering has taken place.  This is more important for 
readers with a ‘secret’ technology than simple microscopes, loops, 
or other generic readers.

Ease of Integration with Target Users: ability to seamlessly 
integrate with target users’ procedures.  The readers should have 
the capacity to authenticate easily without adding significant time 
or costs to existing procedures.  This is especially relevant in the 
distribution channels, where the readers can not only be used at 
checkout but in receiving, and for spot checks of competitors’ displays.  
The easier the authentication procedures integrate into existing 
systems, the greater the quantity and quality of authentication.

FIGURE 3.2 
Affirm reader
Source: Luminescence
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Collaboration Opportunity: one reader for multiple industry 
customers and auditors.  There are so many advantages to 
collaborating across industries and governments.  Considering 
technologies already in use by influential players in a given 
industry may have great advantages in the future while it currently 
allows for more effective assessment of the true benefits and costs 
of developing an authentication system.

Forensic Results: reader and technology combination that 
produces legally binding evidence.  when the authentication 
system detects counterfeiting, the enforcement plan should drive 
the results here.  The delivery process as well as the technology 
must provide legally binding evidence to support prosecution.

relative security strength may be the most obvious desired 
attribute, but it is also the most subjective.  it seems each new 
technology introduction is accompanied by amazing claims of 
proprietary genius that will leave the counterfeiters to focus only 
on those brands that have chosen ‘lesser,’ alternative technologies.  
at the other end of the spectrum of technology commentary is a 
more defeated approach—’if we can make it, they can fake it.’  Such 
negative belief drives some of the item-fingerprinting ideas where 
there basically is no manufactured technology.  The technology 
can be a database-retained reading of some biometric or other 
unique but random feature in the card, document, label, person, 
or product.  For the purpose of this technology assessment, such 
technologies may be rated as 5 for Security Strength in that not 
even the product or document manufacturer can reproduce the 
random feature.  it may also be useful to have just one summary 

rating for each category, as the category components are included 
only to ensure all factors related to that rating are considered.  in 
the end, it is the best combination of attributes for the particular 
system—and not just the most robust technology—that will best suit 
the ultimate purpose.  For these reasons it is important to review 
a wide range of technologies and evaluate combinations of such 
against the desired goals of one’s particular authentication system 
before subscribing to any preconceived conclusions that could 
disqualify a potentially perfect choice.

Restricted Competitive Manufacturing Capacity: existing 
limitation of other sources of supply. as important as it is to 
recognize that counterfeiters need only simulate rather than 
replicate results, it is equally important to realize that counterfeiters 
rarely if ever invest in serious manufacturing capacity.  instead, they 
may purchase from those with excess capacity who have made such 
investments or use other less-appealing methods to commandeer 
the required production assets.  a strong manufactured covert 
technology will operate in an area where there are limited and 
tightly controlled competitors who make it next to impossible for 
criminals to gain the production access required.

Strong Manufacturing IP Shields & Expiry Forecast: future 
limitation of other sources of supply.  of course intellectual property 
laws are of little barrier or concern to counterfeiters, but when it 
comes to investing in plant and equipment, the ip risk is serious.  
Strong ip shields around the manufacturing process are important, 
especially when there is a high capital cost to entry.  a strong 
technology manufacturer will have ip shields in the manufacturing 
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process that it can and will aggressively defend, thus keeping 
alternative manufacturing sites from being built.  it is important to 
also be aware of when patents on such equipment models expire.
High Technology Barrier to entry: existing limitation of other 
sources of supply.  on their own, technology barriers eventually 
fall, but they become somewhat strengthened when combined 
with capacity and ip barriers. a common misperception about 
technological barriers is that they exist at all. The bottom line 
is to be wary of suppliers whose sole security claim is based on 
technological supremacy.  

High Capital Cost Barrier to Entry: future limitation of other 
sources of supply.  another factor to consider is the capital cost 
required to replicate the technology.  if the technology cannot 
be otherwise simulated, this is perhaps the best way to keep the 
critical industry capacity restrictions in place.

Restricted Availability of Material Components: existing 
limitation of other sources of supply.  Some technologies use 
UV and ir up-converting phosphors and other rare earth metals 
individually or in special ‘unique’ combinations that react to 
certain wavelengths of light or other manners that prompt a visual 
response.  Some materials like UV taggants are widely available, 
while ir taggants are less so.  The unique combination is a ‘secret’ 
formula that can only be detected by a special reader that typically 
should not be widely distributed.    if such a reader falls into the 
wrong hands, even in cases where reverse engineering or material 
supply is difficult, the ‘right’ mixture may be found through time 
invested in trial and error.  in many low-wage-paying countries 

where counterfeiting is common, time is a very cheap resource.
Supply-Chain Security: reduced risk of inside leaks.  This is yet 
another factor requiring scrutiny—because if the supplier sells the 
same covert technology without differentiation to other customers, 
those customers’ supply chains must also be secure (see next point). 
This, in turn, puts supply-chain security out of the user’s span of 
control.

User-Differentiated Technology: reduced risk of outside supply-
chain risk.  a supplier may not have the interest or the economic 
means to produce a unique technology for each user; however, 
the technology should be differentiated in a manner that would 
manifest the same result.  The best solutions allow customer-
differentiated technologies that can be authenticated with generic 
readers, allowing collaboration without adding outside supply-
chain risk.

Application Safeguard: multiple process/supply sources required 
to mimic effect.  another aspect of the technology strength lies in 
what can be termed an activation process.  Certain manufactured 
and database technologies require activation in the application 
process or further down the supply chain.  in the overt technology 
world, magnetic pigments require special printing equipment to 
orient the pigments for the desired overt effect.  any such form of 
activation adds another layer of complexity, thereby increasing the 
security of the particular technology.

Limited Reliance on Secrecy: knowledge has no impact 
on risk of simulation.  a technology supplier that cannot fully 
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divulge their product’s competitive and comparative advantages 
is ultimately relying on some form of secrecy.  This is at best a 
warning sign for potential users.  Furthermore, the value of a covert 
technology being used in a system with only a handful of corporate 
or government auditors should have the system goals closely 
scrutinized to ensure that the cost/benefit ratio is reasonable.

Application and Delivery Processes 
many authentication systems check all the boxes, but are too 
costly and complex to integrate into existing processes.  a glaring 
example of this is rFiD.  as a stand-alone brand-protection 
technology, rFiD is simply too costly and problematic to integrate 
unless it is already justified for other closed-loop supply-chain 
logistics advantages.  in most instances, rFiD systems would 
require a backup authentication system, which defeats its own 
purpose.  at some point in the supply chain or distribution channel, 
the covert technology would have to be applied or at least read.  
This factor alone already greatly reduces the technology options 
available.  Understanding the best access point for applying the 
covert technology is a good starting point to whittle the number 
of potential covert technology suppliers to a more manageable 
level.  in brand protection, trying to revise the complex supply 
and distribution channels to fit a technology is simply not a 
viable option for established companies with a high number of 
SKUs.  in the document authentication and currency world, the 
steps are much more manageable and controlled.  Security is also 
much tighter, leaving the access points for the technology clearly 
understood (paper supplier, printer, document issuing centre, etc.).
application at in-House Sites: reduce third-party supply-chain risks.  

although there are security advantages to applying technologies 
in house, many brand owners find it ultimately simpler to apply 
the technologies at existing supply sites.  The packaging supplier/
printer is the obvious choice.  other factors that may drive such 
decisions include the technology itself:  Taggants added to ink 
systems (other than pad printing and CiJ) would typically require 
offset/litho, flexor, or gravure stations.  intaglio systems are 
primarily used for banknote production.  on the other hand, 
tamper-evident labels are a strong and measurable solution that 
can reduce multiple threats, and can be best applied in-house, but 
re-labelling does require process change and higher authentication 
budgets.  

Application at Secure Third-Party Facilities: lower importance 
weight when the supplier or process is trusted.  The biggest 
concern here is security, especially for technologies that are not 
easily controlled all the way through to unit output like inks and 
taggants are.  Trusting the supplier is important in addition to 
ensuring that adequate security procedures are in place.  Some 
technology suppliers will only allow their technologies to be sold to 
certified security printers; others will allow no secure printers to be 
used when the technology is delivered, used and recaptured under 
auditor supervision.  a lower rating here means that third-party 
applications need not be restricted due to trust of supply chain or 
otherwise low risk of supply chain leak.

Ease of Technology Integration into Supply System: requires 
fewer changes to existing internal processes.  a high rating here 
means the organization is not prepared to deal with much change 
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to existing processes.  an example may be that the purchasing 
department may not be willing to allow a single-source supplier to 
drive technology acquisition transactions to existing suppliers (i.e. 
packaging suppliers).

Future Considerations & Standards
The last thing any technology customer wants is to invest in a 
technology that quickly becomes obsolete.  ensuring that there 
is continuity of supply, planned evolution of the product, global 
compliance with regulations and standards, and a disaster-recovery 
plan are factors that should never be overlooked.  

Standards are being developed in iSo pC24� ‘anti-counterfeiting 
tools’ and iSo TC247 ‘Fraud countermeasures and controls’, which, 
despite being voluntary, are likely to have an impact on the 
development of covert, overt and forensic authentication/security 
technologies.  Voluntary standards often become requirements 
through legislation or contractual obligations. 

The pC24� standard  has an official title of ‘performance criteria for 
authentication tools for anti-counterfeiting in the field of material 
goods.’ This standard defines an evaluation process for system 
users. michael o’neill, U.S.TaG administrator to iSo TC247, believes 
this standard could have a significant impact on how technologies 
are developed and implemented.  He also explains that the iSo 
TC247 ‘Fraud countermeasures and controls’ is an iSo technical 
committee that has a broad scope to create an undefined number 
of standards that could affect the authentication technology 
industry. Currently the committee is developing a management 

System Standard for Security assurance.  management System 
Standards are broad application standards such as iSo 9000 series 
for Quality assurance or iSo 27000 for information Technology.  
michael again believes this standard could have a significant 
positive impact on the suppliers and users of authentication/
security technologies.

identification is another area ripe for development. at the last 
meeting of TC247, a concept was presented by the Japan national 
delegation to create a standard for the development of the 
infrastructure for a ‘Unique identifier numbering system.’  
mr. o’neill concludes that pC24� is maturing into a workable iSo 
standard that will positively affect authentication technology users 
and suppliers. ‘[and] TC247 is just beginning their work program 
but has the potential to change how technologies are developed, 
produced, implemented and distributed.’ 

Clear Product Life Cycle and Technology Development 
Path: with minimum change to application, education and 
readers.  Beyond ensuring the technology fits the life cycle of 
the application, the supplier must always work many years 
ahead.  System risk is increased when there are no comparative 
technologies or modifications in development.  

Global legal/Standards Compliance: use of technology meets 
global laws and standards.  Cutting-edge technology suppliers are 
not always global organizations, nor do they even have any existing 
customers.  when evaluating technology suppliers, be sure that 
the products being sold comply with current and expected global 
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requirements and standards before committing to their technology.
Supplier Financial Strength: long-term viability of supply source.  
Companies need customers.  Venture capital dries up.  with 
uncertainty, comes risk.  Be sure that the technology and its supply 
can withstand industry consolidation.

Disaster-Recovery Plan/Secondary Supply: procedures in 
place to ensure no supply disruption.  what happens if there is 
an explosion or fire at the main supply point?  Does that kill the 
program?  even if disaster-recovery involves securely stockpiling the 
system components, it is likely worth the cost if the entire program 
could become compromised when the technology doesn’t make it 
onto the document or product; no one wants that kind of gap in a 
security applications.
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Introduction
For the purpose of this e-book, covert technologies include 
all technologies that are invisible to the naked eye.  Covert 
technologies that used for authentication, therefore, will require a 
tool or reader of some kind.  

This chapter includes a brief overview of printing techniques and 
substrates that, while not designed to be used for authentication, 
do act as deterrents or hurdles to a counterfeiter’s process of 
scanning, copying, or altering. and further, should a counterfeiter 
proceed without even trying to replicate, say, a particular product’s 
packaging, which may have a special ink/watermark incorporated, 
that very absence would indicate a counterfeit--if the absence is 
detected. For this reason, such printing techniques and substrates 
do not permit a sufficient level of confidence for authentication.
The covert technologies described in the previous chapter operate 
within a system which is distinct in each industry sector and for 
each customer, and have multiple system objectives.  The interplay 
of covert technologies with other categories of technology (overt, 
forensic, identification/ serialization, track –and-trace) is critical to 
support the system goals.  

most covert technologies are used in multiple sectors, although 
some, by design, are only made available to Security printers 
specializing in the financial and/or government sectors.  

Authentication Industry Sectors:
 •  Financial/Financial (checks, banknotes, bonds, 

coupons, vouchers, tax stamps)

 •  Government / identification (passports, visas, drivers’ 
licences, social security cards)

 •  Corporate (e.g. brand protection)

For brand-protection purposes, gray-market issues are often at 
least as important to the major brand owners as identifying and 
reducing counterfeit.  in many industries, covert technologies 
combined with identification and track-and- trace methodologies 
at least at the batch level are becoming important allies for this 
reason.  For companies, the identification aspect of such track-
and- trace technologies appear to be making gains at the expense 
of overt technologies for engaging the consumer or distribution 
channels in authentication. 

in the realm of identification documents, counterfeiters may often 
have a much greater incentive to simulate or replicate the existing 
covert technologies, given the level of scrutiny that can occur 
and the resultant risk to the individual carrying the fraudulent 
document.  in this field, authenticating the document as well as 
the match between the ‘genuine’ document and the carrier (person 
or object, i.e. vehicle) creates a strong demand for technologies or 
combinations of technologies that provide unique authentication 
for each identity document.  Technologies such as biometrics are 
compelling in that they are unique for each individual, and at 
least for the near term, the cloning process can be described as a 
significant technological and legal barrier to replication.  

Some technology companies are applying the same logic to the 
document itself.  identification in a manner that is unique for each 
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document through database-captured random imperfections in 
production cannot be replicated even by the original document 
manufacturer.  Such technologies are discussed in more detail in 
this e-book under the heading nonmanufactured identification 
technologies.

Due to the anonymity of currency transactions, as well as the 
massive banknote volume, overt and fast covert technologies are 
critical for this sector.  Because it is a volume-driven sector that 
can justify and support the marketing of technologies, the most 
cutting-edge technological developments (although with a per unit 
cost cap) often make their debut on banknotes.  machine-readable 
covert technologies are critical especially with the proliferation of 
aTms in emerging markets acting as both a convenient distribution 
method as well as verification tool.

if the technology itself is only secure when the ‘secret’ is secure, 
then the value of such a strategy is at least questionable.  a truly 
robust technology can withstand public scrutiny.  For this reason, 
users should beware of covert authentication technology suppliers 
that cannot fully and clearly disclose their unique and forensic 
advantages.

proprietary readers fit this category.  michael o’neil, an executive 
Director of naSpo and U.S.TaG administrator to iSo TC247, stated 
that ‘the interoperability of readers is a key issue for authenticators 
(inspectors). The national customs service has already expressed 
an interest in decreasing the number of readers that they are 
required to use. This will most likely be achieved through greater 

interoperability. i am sure other stakeholders have the same issue. i 
believe proprietary readers for each new technology are becoming 
a roadblock for the acceptance of those technologies.’   

it is often the case that the security and simplicity of the 
application process for an authentication technology within a 
particular industry sector and system will be the critical drivers in 
choosing the most effective solution.  This e-book will thus group 
a select, but by no means exhaustive set of covert technologies by 
the common application or delivery processes below.  a summary 
of company and technology profiles are found in Chapter 5.  

Covert Technology Applications:
 •  print process applications
 •  Taggants and markers
 •  nonmanufactured identification technologies
 •  Substrate and converted solution applications

Print Process Applications
There are multiple ways to add hidden or invisible printing 
techniques to complicate and ultimately thwart efforts to 
reproduce them.  most of these are secured through tight control 
of information or secrets:  Such techniques are usually very 
economical, if not cost free, ways to add anti-counterfeiting hurdles, 
but they cannot be relied on as a forensic basis of authentication.  

Hidden Symbols / Micro Print / Laser Engraving microtext, 
hidden symbols, and planned spelling or a character error (i.e., a 
backwards r) once in a long string of repeating words are common 
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ways to trick would-be counterfeiters.  Certain printing equipment 
or processes allow smaller, clearer fonts also limit the counterfeiters’ 
options.  Virtually all banknotes and credit-card signature strips 
use these processes.  alone, they are insufficient for authentication, 
but they do add hurdles, albeit ones that are often simple to copy 
if detected. laser engraving is an interesting strategies process 
that etches in symbols down to 1 micron levels.  This process offers 
excellent tamper resistance when used for variable data on iD 
cards, and substantial equipment and process hurdles.

Anti-Copy Features anti-copy features can be composed of 
very fine lines or dots that can complicate attempts to reproduce 
packaging designs.  when scanned or copied, an image or message 
(often VoiD or FaKe) appears, rendering the original design 
difficult to reproduce by traditional methods.

Digital Watermarks increasing the security levels are digital 
watermarks, which signal evidence of tampering.  reproductions 
of artwork achieved from copying or scanning should noticeably 
alter the data in the watermark.  when accessed through a 
cameraphone or scanning device with the proper algorithm applied 
to the signal, such alterations would trigger a fail result and 
indicate that tampering or illegal copying has taken place.

TABLE 4.1 Print process technology suppliers

TABLE 4.2 Taggant and marker suppliers

TABLE 4.3  Non-manufactured and random pattern identification 
technology suppliers

TABLE 4.4 Substrate and converted product suppliers

Taggants and Markers
one of the largest application sectors is for taggants and markers 
that are primarily delivered in ink systems (although sometimes 
added in substrate), or directly in or on product, including fluids. 
The markers themselves are typically loaded in minute quantities, 
keeping the actual supplier product material costs low, while 
having no impact on the original packaging or document design. 
The costs can therefore be very low for high-volume usage—even 
for forensic-level taggants.  other than secure process and handling 
procedures, no additional procedural steps are needed, which 
makes this a compelling option for applying a technology solution 
for many system designers.  Such authentication systems are 
typically very user friendly and offer both shelf-check and remote 
purchase-audit options for field authentication.  

UV Phosphors at the lower end of security strength are inorganic 
UV phosphors that fluoresce when exposed to common long-
wavelength (300 nm to 400 nm) ultraviolet light sources. Slightly 
less common are UV phosphors that fluoresce under short-
wavelength (254 nm) ultraviolet sources. 

IR Up-Converting Phosphors Still more difficult to acquire or 
manufacture are up-converting phosphors.  These inorganic ceramic 
materials are doped with rare-earth metals (often erbium), which 
can be excited by ir radiation from simple 980 nm laser or 940 
nm leD readers to emit light in the human visible spectrum (green, 
red, or blue).  as such, a reaction is also machine readable at high 
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speed, so there can be significant advantages for their use—from 
production quality control to field- and machine-controlled 
authentication.  These markers, combined with a forensic-level 
feature, are commonly used in existing systems. 

Chemical/Biological Signature Technologies Forensic-
level chemical taggants used in trace amounts, such as parts 
per million (ppm), are undetectable by conventional analysis. 
Specific formulas can be identified using a form of chemical 
spectrometer and dedicated test procedure.  water and solvent 
soluble formulas and nano-taggants allow for a wider range of 
applications, including CiJ.  CiJ is important in factory applications, 
but due to its microscopic mesh on the spray gun, the process 
can clog with uniform single-digit micron-sized dry taggants.  The 
specific combinations of base materials are typically unique per 
customer and protected by closely guarded secrets. The readers 
can vary in price and sophistication in detecting multiple levels 
of custom signatures. infrared analysis compared with an in-
reader library of spectra held (or possibly elemental analysis using 
X-ray fluorescence for biological markers) can allow some reader 
flexibility.  most secure readers are protected by tampering from a 
software-destruction process and are sometimes embedded with a 
GpS device. 

Optical Taggants optical Taggants are authenticated by 
confirming the shape and custom symbol through microscopes.  
They offer security strength and ease of application that has 
captured the attention of government forensic experts and brand 
owners alike.  in particular, the individual originations for each 

customer or sub-customer level, and the use of low-cost, generic 
handheld microscopes make the technologies very suitable for 
collaboration with a significant population of users.  Symbols and 
even logos can be originated for each customer, and combinations 
of multiple symbols allow a much larger number of customer-
unique options with relatively few originations.  many types of base 
material can be used to suit the application, with the only caveat 
being that the products must be deposited in line of sight to be 
read by a microscope.  particle sizes at D50 range from 8 to 100+ 
microns, but since most are shaped, particle size distribution is 
extremely narrow. 

DNA Taggants Dna taggants are genetic markers typically 
hidden among random Dna strands that are read and paired 
with original strand information and authenticated with a special 
reader.  it is a strong forensic tool for authentication that is highly 
flexible in terms of application possibilities.    

Nonmanufactured Identification Technologies
There are an increasing number of nonprinted, nonmanufactured 
technologies being introduced for combined authentication and 
unit-level identification purposes.  Such technologies (including 
biometrics) are inherently secure in that not even the supplier 
can replicate the random chaotic differences being compared.  
Biometrics is particularly interesting for identity authentication in 
that the technology skips past the secret questions (pin codes, etc.) 
and the authenticity of the document in an individual’s possession, 
and proceeds directly to authenticating the individual.  The match 
of the person to the document storing the data, and to the secure 

FIGURE 4.1
Microtrace microtaggant

Source: Microtrace LLC
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database further than just authenticating the document, and then 
the user, with a secret pin.  The document (if used at all) and the 
database would have to be altered or compromised for a positive 
outcome. The security of the registration process (enrollment) and 
of the database and retrieval processes is therefore the critical 
security elements for such technologies.

The same concepts can be used for authentication of the 
documents themselves, without any of the legal ramifications.  
random microscopic imperfections or other differences in the 
structure of many substrates can be read and registered into a 
database either at the time of production or personalization, or at 
any time after (including reading/registering existing documents 
into a database without necessitating reissue of the document).  in 
a production process, the registration readings can often be done 
at high production speeds and subsequently serialized in a manner 
allowing rapid 1:1 database verification later on.  recording the 
microscopic surface landscape, molecular structure, or using a form 
of optical or spectral analysis are a few of the manners in which 
the unique ‘fingerprint’ is enrolled.  Using a proprietary reader, this 
data can be stored as code—possibly encrypted on the document 
itself and/or registered into a database.  authentication time is 
a consideration.  This process time is based on the type of search 
(one-to-one, or one-to-many), the search parameters, and the size of 
the database.   
 •  one-to-one verification is achieved by using a visual 

or coded record to search the database.  one-to-one 
verification is virtually instantaneous and therefore greatly 
preferred over a one-to-many search for large databases. 

 •  a one-to-many comparison of a database is a slower 
process used in an attempt to identify an unknown 
or unreferenced set of information. The identification 
succeeds only if the data was previously registered in 
the database.  This process typically follows a one-
to-one verification fail, or the information retrieval 
parameters allow an extremely rapid search, or the 
registered database is relatively small.

Such combinations of authentication and identification can also 
be achieved from certain overt or covert technologies. in such 
cases, the manner in which the technologies are applied creates 
the chaotic random pattern to be used to identify the document, 
label or package.  applying such a technology today, simply as an 
authentication system, and later including a robust identification 
strategy may be an appropriate technology roadmap.  

Substrate and Converted Solution Applications
Covert technologies are available in substrates like paper, foils and 
polycarbonate cards as well as in converted products like security 
labels and holograms.  many taggant technologies can be used here, 
as well as for the nonmanufactured identification solutions described 
previously. Hidden messages in diffraction-graded substrates 
that can be read with simple cards or more advanced readers are 
common. Frangibility is critical for seals, and the right combination of 
adhesive and substrate is important.  Some polypropylene- or similar-
based adhesives on simple release paper can act as a carrier for print, 
resulting in a type of printed substrate that is readily tamper evident 
upon heat, solvent, and other forms of attack.

FIGURE 4.2
Prooftag bubble seal
Source: Prooftag
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FIGURE 4.3 Global Checker ID cards showing verification

paper-based substrates are typically more frangible than polymer 
films, which should be considered, as most holograms are supplied 
on a polymer film carrier.  inks can also be hidden on a tamper seal 
or other substrates. Specialty inks—from thermally sensitive, laser 
sensitive, photochromic, and rub-and-reveal, to fugitive/solvent 
sensitive—are just a small range of available products.  Substances 
are available—typically with synthetic Dna characteristics—that can 
tag marked banknotes or other documents.  This e-book will focus 
on the substrate application process.  Two common yet important 
banknote features added in the paper-making process are described 
briefly below.

Invisible Fluorescent Fibres Fluorescent fibres are blended into 
the paper-making process at the mill. The fibres are invisible except 
when viewed with a UV (black) light. Unless a counterfeiter had 
access to such paper, the effect is lost, but even poor simulations 
can fool unsuspicious users who may not look for the effect at all.  
For increased security, a special type of UV fluorescent fibre will 
react to polarized UV light, creating a sparkling effect.

FIGURE 4.4 Polarisafe rotation filter

Watermarks watermarks are small embossing symbols that 
compress the pulp, making the paper thinner and more translucent 
in transmitted light.  They are introduced at the mill in the paper-
making process.  when such security paper is held up to the light, 
the watermarks, typically identifying the paper mill, are visible.  

mills creating counterfeit watermarks take on substantial risk to 
the plant and equipment.  Checking for genuine watermarks is 
a common practice for the bank tellers and other professionals 
handling banknotes.

CLICK TO VIEW
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Brand Protection
as awareness grows, future business leaders are sure to treat 
brand protection just as they treat brand building and marketing 
communication.  Brand owners currently invest in brand-building 
strategies without clear and measurable results.  in the future, 
anti-counterfeit strategies will be justified as insurance policies to 
protect such investments, especially since the brand—as elusive as 
it is to measure—is recognized as the firm’s most valuable asset.  
leading universities are likely to add brand-protection strategies 
and channel security to business curricula.

There will no doubt be consolidation of technology suppliers.  
Big multinational players like 3m, Dupont, Sony, Sap, and nokia 
are already entering the domain that had previously been 
heavily populated by venture capital-funded startups. as public 
awareness grows, creating interest and call for action, technology 
standards will become increasingly important.  This will include 
secure covert technologies that allow distribution channel and 
retailer authentication.  rather than trying to cope with different 
proprietary readers for each separate covert application, the trend 
will be to use commonly available readers like mobile phones, 
handheld scanners, and microscopes.  This will drive further 
consolidation of technologies and suppliers from the current highly 
fragmented markets.  

Covert technology applications at plant or filling station certainly 
have supply-chain security advantages.  it has traditionally been the 
complication of the application process that has led brand owners 
to turn to their packaging and printing suppliers for the technology 

application.  Development of more customer-unique covert 
technologies for continuous inkjet applications may drive this area 
forward.  Taggants that are water- and solvent-soluble are available 
today, but often require prohibitively costly and proprietary readers.  
Dry taggant options are still too large to be effective in existing CiJ 
equipment, but there are already some technology advances that 
may change this situation shortly.

For certain products, tamper-evident seals are necessary, and 
whether companies themselves take action or wait for their 
customers to demand action or governments to mandate such 
action, this sector will no doubt grow. Security printers can play an 
important role as covert technology integrator  here, but they must 
ensure that backup stock or label production is available to limit 
the significant risk of supply-chain disruption that a brand owner 
assumes when adding this security step to their process.  Substrate 
technologies should play a key role in this area for brand protection 
to match the importance of security substrate features in the 
identity and fiscal sectors.    

China is likely to take a more aggressive role in applying the laws 
and enforcing stricter penalties on counterfeiters.  Despite the 
recent revisions to its application for wTo membership, russia will 
eventually join this important group; membership requirements will 
certainly demand stronger enforcement of international ip laws.  
industry legislation—already happening in the pharmaceuticals 
sector—will lead to a greater appetite for and awareness of 
investigation, enforcement, and prosecution in developed 
markets.  acting together within an industry will make it easier 
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for brand owners to voice concerns (rather than going it alone), 
and will simultaneously create stronger demand for covert and 
forensic technologies, as everyone will have come to expect better 
results from   enforcement strategies.  Technologies facilitating 
collaboration in industry, and at customs and control points, 
without compromising internal supply-chain security, will gain 
popularity.  Basically, this implies a firm advantage to having one 
reader identify multiple customer-specific markers.  

in many industries like auto parts, garments and accessories, where 
the product itself is not often identified with a legal trademark or 
registered logo but simply by an add-on label (or labelling on the 
packaging), brand owners will insist that their legally identifying 
logos are permanently applied at the manufacturing process, and 
in a manner that ‘counts’ the output.  This is especially critical in 
situations where output is subcontracted or licenced.

with public awareness, too, companies will be forced to 
acknowledge the problems that exist.  This, in turn, drives a call 
to action for previously inactive brand owners for fear of liability 
risks that could far exceed the negative impact of brand erosion.  
litigation against brand owners for the consequences of not 
informing consumers of threats from counterfeits will drive a rapid 
increase in action.  

Consumers will need to be educated, but this will likely require 
being told ‘how to purchase genuine goods.’   rather than relying 
on consumers to authenticate products themselves, some brand 
owners may be able to turn the threat to their advantage by 

driving business through their own official channels.  For instance, 
driving pharmaceuticals customers away from internet purchases 
is obviously good for reducing the counterfeit threat of medicines.  
Using the threat of counterfeit to drive aftermarket service 
customers back to original equipment service outlets could be an 
effective marketing tool for several industries that rely on the profits 
of replacement parts and accessories services.  By driving customers 
back to their dealerships for service, car companies like Toyota and 
General motors not only reduce the threat of counterfeit to their 
brands, but also the competitive threat of legitimately branded 
competitors in the aftermarket parts industry.  

The distribution channels are therefore critical.  many brand 
owners are at least as frustrated by gray-market issues as they are 
of counterfeit.  authentication and item-level identification for 
track-and-trace can work well together to reduce the threats many 
companies are exposed to.  efforts to ensure a clean distribution 
channel have real strategic value in such instances.  Channel 
audits and contracts that spell out clear penalties for knowingly 
selling counterfeit or even gray-market articles, can put the onus 
of responsibility for delivering authentic goods onto the channel 
players and away from the brand owner.  it also gives distributors 
simple, clear courses of action to follow without relying on the 
general public to validate authenticity.  Success will hinge on 
the channel members being able to authenticate.  Developing 
a strategy that considers the channel players as the users of the 
authentication technologies is far more realistic and cost effective 
than focusing authentication training efforts on the end customer.  
Competition motivation alone could provide ‘free’ channel audits, 
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as legitimate channel players would be compelled to search 
for those breaking the rules of fair play, and would establish a 
clear-cut procedure for reporting back to the brand owners.  The 
strategic marketing importance of driving consumers to clean 
distribution points will also drive in-house and third-party channel 
audits.  Companies like SGS (Société Générale de Surveillance), 
who have recently added ‘verification services’ to their portfolio of 
certification, inspection, and auditing services, could greatly benefit 
from this potential new market demand.  

Brand owners and educational institutions will recognize the 
clear connection between brand protection and other marketing 
functions, driving a move toward more professional marketing-
driven approaches to their business strategies.  This will be 
tempered with some fundamental core competencies that lie 
outside of a brand owner’s area of expertise.  where in-house 
investigators have traditionally been a stand-alone and poorly 
integrated resource of major brand owners, there could be value 
in outsourcing these services to professional organizations—and 
perhaps even outsourcing the entire brand-protection strategy to 
true specialists.  This would not be unlike using outside marketing 
communication specialists and advertising agencies to work  
alongside the marketing department, thus creating demand for the 
major consulting firms, marketing agencies, and audit specialists to 
develop such services.

Identity Documents
identity documents have the key function of identifying that the 
holder is authorized to gain access to whatever is being guarded—

from a simple bank account to an entire country.  in effect, iD 
documents are one method used to accomplish the two main 
identification goals below:
 1. Validate the identity of the person
 2. Validate that the person is authorized to gain access

Biometrics combined with database access can achieve these goals 
without requiring any document or card.  physiological biometrics, 
from fingerprint identification to Dna analysis, have been around 
a long time, but only recently has the technology been efficient 
enough to allow rapid, accurate binary codification of biometric 
characteristics and secure database searches.  electronic fingerprint 
scans, retina scans and face-recognition software are being widely 
adopted at key control points.  That said, identity documents will 
retain their importance, as biometric procedures cannot reasonably 
be expected to be a stand-alone authentication system except in 
very limited situations.  There are still multiple and significant legal 
and cost infrastructure hurdles that will limit even the inclusion of 
biometrics in most systems.

For this reason, most identification systems will have three goals 
(with the first two being possible off-line):
 1.  authenticate the document and ensure that the 

information has not been altered (overt/Covert)
 2.  Confirm that the person matches the identity in the 

document (pin, photo, biometric reference to  
in-card data)

 3.  where possible, validate that this person is authorized 
to gain access (database reference)
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The concept of random, naturally occurring unique characteristics 
for individual identification procedures in authentication systems 
should grow.  The strength and convenience of such systems for 
document authentication is enhanced by the lack of legal hurdles 
related to storing item-level characteristics of the structure of the 
document itself.  it also seems likely that such technology will 
have faster short-term growth in the identity document sector for 
the identity documents themselves; although, as discussed earlier, 
applications for the brand-protection and financial sectors that 
require item-level identification and authentication can make 
use of this concept for product, package, label, or document for 
identification-coding purposes.  There are several players listed in 
the Chapter 5 (Supplier index) who are already clearly positioning 
themselves in this area.  one interesting approach is to use local 
generic scanning equipment at a control point; this would send 
a code to a secure, centrally controlled government database 
to authenticate a passport and confirm owner details (possibly 
including a photo image). Best of all, this procedure could be done 
without the need to provide any additional, potentially confidential, 
personal data. 

Beyond the ongoing demand for level i security features that 
are both robust and transparent, from an identity document 
perspective, many forensic experts agree that covert optical 
taggants are a prime example of security features in the near 
future.  The size of the taggants (8 microns to 100 microns) 
coupled with the data that can be placed on them (either through 
laser or electron beam) is difficult to reproduce.  many of these 
taggants, due to their small size, can be combined in inks, printing 

through intaglio or flexography (such as optical variable ink), as 
well as offset and gravure and even stamp or inkjet cartridges. 
The use of a laser technology in documents has been increasing 
steadily.  Depending on what is being engraved, this can also be 
a very good feature for overt variable data as well as for micro-
engraving, which is covert.  Tilt-laser imagery is another feature that 
has proved difficult to simulate.

another covert feature on the rise is ink or paper that contains 
manufactured taggants or fibres that react to an anti-Stokes light 
(up-converting phosphors) or polarized UV light.  The anti-Stokes 
excites the ink and allows it to be visible only by an anti-Stokes 
feature (which is on Foster & Freeman’s VSC �000s).  many inks 
are using specialized formulas that are not commercially available; 
a forensic examiner can ultimately identify these inks using the 
special instrumentation that allow that spectra of light.   
Covert identifiers in the substrate and inks/printing process will 
continue to be important features, and standardization of readers 
will remain an important driving factor as global iD authentication 
becomes more critical.  This creates the trade-off in the iD sector, 
in particular, that will continue to rely on multiple levels of covert 
technologies—likely combining level ii taggants that can use a 
common reader along with level 3 optical taggants read with 
handheld microscopes.  rapid database-access technologies that 
use generic equipment such as mobile phones and scanners will 
grow alongside these applications (where possibly the scanned 
random distribution of the level ii or level iii technologies 
can be captured as the unique identifier or the unique optical 
characteristics of the photograph). 
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Financial Documents
in terms of monitoring the source of supply, currency is the most 
complicated. Cash is exchanged far more often in the course of a 
day and from a much greater number of sources than any other 
item prone to counterfeiting. The likelihood of a covert technology 
being used for authentication is minimal except in aTms, Banks, 
or retail facilities where there are high-value cash transactions.  in 
these cases, fast, machine-readable technologies are imperative; for 
instance, checking a stack of banknotes is a frequently repeated 
procedure where delays can cost both time and money.

Currency counterfeiters take the greatest risk of penalty and 
prosecution.  Governments that might tolerate some forms of 
counterfeiting are loathe to suffer counterfeiting of their own 
promissory notes.  However, counterfeit currency that is discovered 
when it reaches a retail or national bank, or even large retail 
transaction cannot generally be traced back to the fraudster.  
Counterfeit currency will most often enter into circulation 
through smaller transactions in busy or dimly lit environments.  
Counterfeiters therefore will likely focus only on simulating overt 
features, whereas other value documents (like tax stamps and 
coupons) may still require an effort to simulate covert technologies 
(to enable official channel penetration in brand protection).  

The greatest demand for cutting-edge anti-counterfeit technology in 
currency is in the overt level i arena.  overt banknote technologies 
are critical for providing the general public with a way to 
authenticate a banknote.  The best understood overt technologies 
are, therefore, found in banknotes.  The substrate is one area 

that gets a lot of attention, with the distinctive tactile ‘feel’ being 
the first and most important level of defence among industry 
professionals. Transparent windows on banknotes are quickly 
gaining in popularity: Securency, a polymer banknote supplier, has 
made big inroads in this area with their Guardian® banknote and 
winTHrU® transparent window.  landqart, the substrate producer 
for the highly secure Swiss banknote and approved eU banknote 
supplier, has recently introduced a hybrid paper/polymer substrate 
that keeps the distinctive feel of a cotton paper banknote while 
adding the strength and security of the transparent window’s 
polymer core.  

Summary
Game-changing covert security features will always be driven by 
demand.  But the demand has to come from both the users’ need 
to authenticate, and the counterfeiter’s need to simulate.  The 
counterfeiter will always follow the path of least resistance.  when 
covert features are used to authenticate only after the counterfeiter 
accomplishes his goal (enters his ‘product’ into circulation or 
distribution), then the strength of the technology is not that 
relevant (but it should still serve its somewhat belated purpose, 
which is to separate counterfeit from genuine).  if, however, the 
authentication system brings covert technology into a more 
strategic use, putting the counterfeiter and/or his objective at 
risk, then it is critical that strong covert technology applications 
are used. in fact, proprietary readers are a hurdle to using a wide 
network for authentication. Standards like those being developed 
for iSo will likely drive development of standardized generic or 
inter-operable readers and the technologies that can support them.  
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Such standards should be considered carefully as they can have a 
strong impact on future legislation.  Choosing the best technology 
or technology combination should never be based on perceived 
security strength alone, but rather address the total authentication 
system’s goals. 
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TABLE 3.2 Sample supplier assessment worksheet
Technology Attribute Attribute Component List Weight (0-5) Minimum rating Rating (0-5) Result (W x R)
authentication 
Tools (readers) and 
procedures

Field Use (purchase audit)
no particular restrictions to timing and discretion here

Field Use (shelf-check) 
discrete reader, at distance, speed of reading

Clear & simple Yes or no reading
simplicity of use and training 

resistance to Type i errors
no false negatives

resistance to Type ii errors
no false positives

resistance to Tampering
no secrets best, reverse engineering hurdles

ease of integration with Target Users
ability to seamless integrate to target users procedures

Collaboration opportunity 
one reader for multiple industry customers and auditors

Forensic results
reader and technology combination – legally binding 

Technology Security 
Strength

restricted Competitive manufacturing Capacity
existing limitation of other sources of supply

Strong manufacturing ip Shields & expiry Forecast
future limitation of other sources of supply

High Technology Barrier to entry
existing limitation of other sources of supply

High Capital Cost Barrier to entry
future limitation of other sources of supply

restricted availability of material Components
existing limitation of other sources of supply

Supply Chain Security
reduced risk of inside leaks

User Differentiated Technology
reduced risk of outside supply chain risk

application Safeguard
multiple process / supply sources required to mimic effect

limited reliance on Secrecy
knowledge has no impact on risk of simulation

application and 
Delivery process

application at in-House Sites
reduce third-party supply-chain risks

application at Secure printing/packaging Facilities
lower importance weight when trusted supplier or process 

ease of Technology integration into Supply System
requires fewer changes to existing internal processes

Future Considerations Clear Technology Development path
with minimum change to application, education & readers

Global legal / Standards Compliance
use of technology meets global laws and standards

Supplier Financial Strength
long-term viability of supply source

Disaster recovery plan/Secondary Supply
procedures in place to ensure no supply disruption

ToTal (Benefit)

Source: IACA
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TABLE 4.1 Print process technology suppliers
Supplier Technology Key Features
alpvision Sa (CH), www.
alpvision.com

Cryptoglyph®: Despite just using normal visible ink, Cryptoglyph covert security solution integrates computer code into the digital file at prepress for offset, 
flexography or rotogravure printing of invisible (to the naked eye) micro dots on packaging, labels, or documents.  The dot patterns, generated by a 128-bit 
software key (big enough for billions of different patterns) are spread over the whole printed surface.  an individual pattern can be assigned to a single 
document or package with digital print systems.  with offset or other professional systems, a unique pattern can be assigned down to each production batch 
(as well as printer, production unit, brand, etc.).  authentication is typically done on-line or off-line with a generic flatbed scanner.  For offline authentication, 
two modes exist: (1) Verification of the presence of the Cryptoglyph, no key required (2) Decoding of payload carried by the Cryptoglyph with the software key.  
access to a database is not necessary, but, of course, enhances the amount of information that can be displayed related to a suspect sample. 

applied digitally at prepress.  
Different patterns by batch or 
even by unit if Digital printing.  
Decryption with generic scanner 
linked to a computer with 
software key.

Graphic Security Systems 
Corporation (GSSC) (USa), www.
graphicsecurity.com

Hidden indicia™: This technology secures prepress digital or conventional artwork with embedded hidden images—no special inks, print processes or 
techniques are required. Simple low-cost plastic lenses decode and reveal the images—these lenses can even be flexible for use on curved surfaces.  
alternatively, handheld digital devices, such as smart phones with a special attachment, can capture, decode and transmit hidden images globally. in addition 
to smartphones, scanners, digital cameras, and passport readers can be used.  proprietary Digital Decoder™ software for digital decoding of all variations of 
Hidden indicia technology is also available. Two image technology products are available: 1) Viphoto™ is used to encode variable data in iD/passport photos, 
where both visible image and hidden indicia change for every encoding; and 2) Doc-U-lok® is used to encode small images with uniform background or 
simple designs with variable data—the visible image is the same every time, only the hidden indicia are changed. in addition to print, the system can also be 
captured on an engraved cylinder and used to emboss robust and durable hidden images on a wide range of substrates.  GSSC is the inventor of hidden image 
technology and holds more than 40 global patents.

no physical process step 
required.  Hidden digital image 
coded into artwork for prepress.  
Simple lens or customized 
digital cameraphone as reader.

Jura JSp (HU), www.jurajsp.com iCi® (invisible Constant information): JUra offers a patented high-resolution digital technology for tamper and counterfeit protection of passports, iD card, 
Driving licences, and other identity documents.  This digital technology encodes secondary information into a source image so that the secondary image is 
invisible to the human eye. a simple plastic decoder device verifies the authenticity of the document by decoding the information.  The embedded image, 
composed of numbers, barcodes, texts, portraits, or grayscale images (logos, coat of arms), cannot be reconstructed with colour copiers.  This process does not 
demand any additional investment, any specific material, any additional operation and costs in printing (offset or intaglio) and finishing; although printing in 
combination with UV inks is preferred.

no physical process step 
required.  Disguised digital 
image coded into artwork.  
Simple lens as reader.

Source: Pira International Ltd
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TABLE 4.2 Taggant and marker suppliers
Supplier Technology Key Features
angstrom Technologies (USa), 
www.angstromtechnologies.com 

ryan Scanner: angstrom Technologies, inc., a leading manufacturer of organic fluorescent pigments is currently developing the ryan Scanner, a combined 
handheld authentication device and barcode reader.  For authentication, it reads two different covert barcodes or custom symbols (invisible to the eye under 
normal lighting conditions) at the same time.  This scanner will only provide a positive verification signal if both covert custom symbols and chemical taggants 
have positive responses.  This technology is designed to be customized to the application and unique to each customer through custom symbol design and/or 
custom chemical design (and a resultant customization of the scanner itself).  Verification is nearly immediate (1.5 seconds) and is self contained within the 
reader, the ‘Yes’ or ‘Go’ signal can be communicated to a database via a number of options depending on the needs of the individual application.  Upgrading 
from fluorescence-only systems to this more robust system requires very little training.   This technology is amendable to nearly all printing processes, including 
CiJ, and it can be used on packaging, labelling, laminates and cloth.  an option to add other chemical markers is available for upgrading to a forensic level of 
security.

Field authentication. Unique 
chemical / symbol formula 
for each customer. Discrete 
handheld bar code and 
authentication reader. Simple 
Yes/no reading requiring little 
technical training.  Flexible ink 
system applications, including 
CiJ

applied Dna Sciences (USa), 
www.adnas.com 

Signature® Dna (Dna Taggant): Forensic botanical Dna unique to each customer is used to mark objects to protect against counterfeiting and diversion.  
in creating unique Signature Dna markers, Dna segments from one or more botanical sources are rearranged into unique encrypted sequences.  Because 
the portion of Dna in a Signature Dna marker used to identify the marker is so minute, it cannot be detected unless it is replicated billions of times over, or 
amplified.  This amplification can only be achieved by applying matching strands of Dna, or a primer, and polymerase chain reaction (pCr) techniques to the 
Signature Dna marker.  The sequence of the relevant Dna in a Signature Dna marker must be known in order to manufacture the primer for that Dna.  as a 
result, the effort required to find, amplify, select and clone the relevant Dna in a Signature Dna marker would involve such enormous effort and expense that 
Signature Dna markers are virtually impossible to copy without aDnaS proprietary systems. Signature Dna is compatible with a wide range of products.  it 
can be embedded in inks, varnishes, laminates, thread, metal coatings and can be placed virtually anywhere in or on a product. The addition of Signature Dna 
does not require major changes to the manufacturing process or supply chain despite the wide-ranging application options.  Current hosts for Dna include 
paper, labels, packaging, wide range of security inks including flexo, offset, gravure, thermal transfer, laser toner and inkjet ink, surface treatments, plastics, 
laminates, varnishes, clear coats, reactive adherents, cyanoacrylates and adhesives, metal surfaces, metal coatings, extruded plastics, cash degradation ink, 
textile treatments, yarn, fabric, direct application onto product, woven labels, and insignias.  although not yet trialled, aDnaS believes CiJ application would 
be possible.  instant offline field authentication can be achieved discretely, though a handheld reader is required; more detailed forensic authentication is done 
in the laboratory.  

Forensic. Discrete instantaneous 
off-line Field authentication.  
High application flexibility 

rapiDna™: rapiDna innovatively exploits the intrinsic nature of nano and micro-structured composites together with their magnetic and optical properties 
to provide a foolproof security system.  Comprising materials-based fingerprints that confer unique and complex identities to products or physical credentials 
at the item level, the technology makes it prohibitively difficult to replicate; so much so that the Company itself is unable to do so.  The individual patterns 
of each marker are stored in a central database at the time of manufacturing.  a reader is used to authenticate in the field, connecting back to the central 
database via a personal computer, laptop or mobile phone.  in doing so, real time information can be relayed to the user relating to authenticity.  wireless 
devices read and transmit mark data for instant authentication.  integration with brand-owner databases enables comprehensive supply-chain management 
and enhanced sales data collection. The database tracks in real-time all the scans being made, indicating when and where its products were inspected, sold or 
returned.  The marker can be authenticated discretely and almost instantaneously on-line by reading its signal, then interfacing via computer or phone to the 
central database.  Unlike conventional systems, the database allows scanners and labels to be deactivated if they are stolen or lost. if initial authentication 
indicates a problem, forensic authentication will follow.  minimal training is required.

Forensic. rapid on-line Field 
authentication and item-level 
identification.  real time system 
updates. High application 
flexibility. lost readers can be 
deactivated remotely  
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armark authentication 
Technologies llC, www.rmark.org  

®mark Covert markers (optical micro-taggant): These optical micro-taggants 25-125 microns in size and can be integrated into many types of products and 
materials at any stage of the manufacturing process.  They can be directly incorporated within the product, on the product (via sprays, coatings, inks/varnishes 
or hang tags) or as part of the packaging for films, bottles, paper products and blister packs.  The marker size is dependent on the customer application and 
how they choose to deploy the marker to the target article.  The information contained in ®mark covert markers is custom-designed to each customer’s unique 
needs and may be in the form of shapes, numbers, patterns, text and art/logos.  it can have forensic features if the customer chooses. There are up to 7 layers 
of authentication in one covert marker   available.  Customized product is available only to that customer.  These covert markers can be applied via various 
printing methods onto labels or packaging, extruded into the packaging, injection mold, applied directly onto the product itself via coating, inks and sprays. 
material of compositions is flexible, ranging from high temperature to GraS and food-grade materials.  The authentication process takes about 15 seconds 
using optical microscopy and does not require database access. Detectors range from the very simple and inexpensive to more sophisticated digital microscopy 
if the customer desires.  Some detectors are proprietary, others are not. There is no need for tamper-resistant evidence as the detectors require optical 
identification and do not carry any secure information. no more than 30 minutes of training is required. Typically, if one can use a microscope, that is all the 
skill that is needed.

Forensic option. Customer 
unique optical micro-taggant.  
Flexible application processes 
and materials.  range of 
proprietary or generic optical 
readers  

DatatraceDna (aU), www.
datatracedna.com  

DatatraceDna: The Dna stands for Digital nanoparticle authentication.  Datatrace Dna is a unique manufactured nano-scale substance that can be blended 
into the molecular structure of a product or substrate for authentication.  a range of organic and inorganic Tracer materials are available in particle sizes 
ranging from molecular and nano to about 10 microns. Tracer types are matched to the specific customer requirements, such as durability, level of security and 
application method. each customer within an industry is allocated a unique forensic signature or code.  These markers can be applied in inks and overcoats 
(offset, inkjet, flexo, screen, gravure and pad printing), as well as into substrates (paper, polymer, plastics) and coatings (paints, lacquer, etc.) and many 
more materials.  Detection is done through a highly sensitive proprietary reader that detects spectral responses that match the code library. Three versions 
of the detection device are available with more sophisticated discrete devices for company staff and professionals, and simpler devices for the distribution 
channel and end users.  The average time required for authentication process – read time is less than 1 second. False positives/negatives are less than 0.01%.  
Typically, training to use the device can be completed in about 5 minutes. The reader uses a fully encrypted processor that cannot be downloaded and can 
only be uploaded via the proprietary windows-based software management system. any attempt to disassemble the device results in the processor chip being 
wiped clear.

Forensic. Unique to 
customer. proprietary reader. 
Discrete instantaneous field 
authentication. Type i and ii 
errors below 0.01%.  Simple 
use and training.  Flexible 
application possibilities 
(including CiJ for molecular 
tracer).

Kodak (USa) , www.kodak.com  KoDaK TraCeleSS anti-counterfeiting System: Kodak Traceless is a taggant-based system that utilizes proprietary marker formulations and a sensitive, 
handheld, programmable imaging reader. The reader performs a particle image analysis with the push of a button and responds with simple pass or fail 
authentication signal in seconds.  no database connection is required.  Traceless markers are used at very low loadings, facilitating application over large 
areas or volumes.  once on the product, Kodak says it is undetectable without use of the highly specialized Traceless reader.  Kodak Traceless is intended 
for use in pharmaceuticals, consumer and industrial goods, labels and packaging, and secure document applications. it can be deployed in films, fibres, 
plastics, polycarbonate iD card substrates, paper/pulp and other bulk products and by most printing (litho/offset, letterpress, flexographic, screen, gravure, 
pad printing), spray or bath application methods. Kodak Traceless is suitable for in-field investigation and can be used with minimal training by company 
investigators and their agents. if desired, sophisticated analyses, such as particle image analysis and pattern recognition, can be done with Traceless reader 
tethered to a pC.  The reader has built in safe-guards against reverse engineering should the system fall into the wrong hands.  optionally, Kodak Traceless 
marker formulations can contain ultra-low levels of robust forensic markers detectable by proprietary Kodak laboratory or forensic image analysis.

proprietary, customized 
handheld Field authentication 
reader. Built-in safeguards from 
reverse engineering. Forensic 
option., Flexible applications, 
suited for large area or volume 
applications of marker

KoDaK CoVerT anti-counterfeiting System: KoDaK CoVerT, is similar to KoDaK TraCeleSS  but is deployed with smaller, pocket-sized readers suitable for 
broad distribution.  Kodak Covert can be layered with Kodak Traceless, for a dual marker system, or can contain forensic markers.  The Kodak Covert readers 
are customized for each customer deployment. with the push of a button, the readers look for the appropriate marker response to a complex set of stimuli 
and indicate pass or fail.   a single reader can be programmed to detect and distinguish multiple marker formulations.   Kodak Covert is intended for use 
in pharmaceuticals, consumer and industrial goods, labels and packaging, and secure document applications and can be applied in printing or packaging 
process (litho/offset, flexographic, letterpress, screen, gravure, pad printing), threads, and films.   The Kodak Covert System is suitable for in-field investigation 
including discrete in-shop investigations, no training required, for use by company investigators, customs, distribution channels and retail.   

Discrete proprietary pocket 
field authentication reader. 
Distinguishes multiple 
formulations. Built-in safeguards 
from reverse engineering. Dual 
marker and forensic options. 
Flexible applications 
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KoDaK CoVerT TraCK anD TraCe Systems: Kodak Covert Track and Trace Systems provide covert, soluble, proprietary, taggant-based solutions for 
pharmaceutical, consumer and industrial goods, labels and packaging, and documents which can be applied by thermal transfer or inkjet printing, typically 
at the end of packaging or labelling lines. Kodak Covert Track and Trace ink-jettable inks or thermal transfer ribbon are used to invisibly print  patterns, alpha-
numerics, bar- and/or 2D data matrix codes.   These codes do not respond to UV or visible light but can be visualized using a handheld security viewer or, in 
the case of bar- or 2-D data matrix codes, with specially adapted barcode readers or portable data terminals.   The viewer, barcode readers and terminals can 
be used for discrete in-store audits.  Kodak Covert Track and Trace is intended for use in pharmaceuticals, consumer and industrial goods, labels and packaging, 
where covert serialization is needed to combat problems with product diversion.

proprietary handheld viewers 
and barcode/data matrix 
readers. Thermal transfer ribbon, 
continuous  and thermal inkjet

inKSUre Technologies, inc. 
(USa), www.inksure.com

inksure provides a forensic covert security solution, including an invisible chemical taggant that is embedded into a carrier that generates a unique chemical 
signature that permanently marks the item. a handheld reader, tuned to the customer-unique signature code properties, verifies the presence or absence of 
the code instantly. inksure provides two proprietary versions of the reader called pocketSure and SignaSure.  The product is unique per customer and can even 
provide item-level unique tagging. The product can be applied as tagged security ink into the normal printing process (offset, gravure, screen, flexo, pad) or 
can be applied to the base foil of a hologram, creating a machine readable hologram.  each handheld reader is individually calibrated for a number of unique 
codes. There is no need for on-line access during the verification process.  authentication can take place at any remote site with a handheld reader within a 
split second. minimal training is required in the basic use of the handheld reader for authentication. The authenticator provides a clear pass or fail reading 
immediately.

Forensic chemical taggant and 
proprietary handheld reader 
for discrete instantaneous 
authentication.  Flexible 
application processes; minimal 
training required

JDSU (USa), www.jdsu.com Charms™ (microstructured optical Taggants): Charms are shaped metallic pigments formed in a special ip-protected and capital-intensive coating process.  The 
shapes of the pigment itself can take on any tessellation design, although the standard, currently offered design is square.  each perfect square can range in 
diameter from 8 to 24 microns, and contain symbols, words or even trademarks or logos engraved in as little as � micron characters.  each such origination is 
unique per client, and it is possible to supply up to 3 distinct originations in a base ink or varnish, allowing many distinct application uses for few originations. 
Currently, the pigment material is composed of a zinc sulfide sandwich (ZnS₂), but other materials are available, including but not limited to Umbras (see 
below). Charms can be deposited in offset/litho, Flexographic, screen, gravure, and pad print ink systems, as well as in many other unique applications. They 
are readily field-identified with a generic 150 to 400X handheld microscope.

Forensic. Generic Handheld 
microscope. Field 
authentication, Flexible 
application processes. Unique 
per customer designs including 
logos, simple authentication 
training with microscope

Umbras™ (Transparent microstructured optical Taggants): Umbras carry the same characteristics as Charms above, but are made of a semi-transparent Silicone 
(Si).

luminescence (UK), www.
luminescence.co.uk 

K² (taggant in ink system): luminescence provides K², an invisible (or coloured) ink, which can also have UV fluorescence if required.  The forensic system 
works by identifying unique light responses to special taggants using fibre optic technology and a complex algorithm. This Spectral signature system is highly 
secure and allows printing by offset, letterpress, flexo, gravure, intaglio and screen (minimum print area approximately 0.5cm²).  The readers include discrete 
handheld battery-operated systems as well as high-speed automated readers available for documents.  multiple codes are available, allowing unique signatures 
for each customer.  no database is required, but can be introduced on K² readers if required. authentication can be done discretely in-shop by investigators in 
2 to 3 seconds or many per second if using an automated reader on documents. only 2 to 3 minutes of training required.  a version of K² is available that can 
also identify where information has been altered on value documents.

Forensic. proprietary chemical 
marker and spectral signature 
unique per customer. Discrete 
field authentication

microtag (il), www.microtag-
temed.com 

μicroTag™: microtag Temeg ltd. provides a patented forensic-level machine readable chemical authentication system comprised of unique 0.� to 3.0 micron 
taggant formulations that can be applied in most commercial printing ink systems (offset/litho, flexographic, screen, gravure, pad printing) as well as directly 
embedded in materials such as plastic, polycarbonate, and paper.  The taggants are excited by a specific radio frequency from a patented microtag cell phone 
sized portable reader.  The taggants emit a unique frequency signal, and the detector receives this signal and determines whether the proper code is present.  
The reader has an extremely low false-reading rate of � sigma level (3 false readings in a million).  The signal sets off a green or red light within a second for 
a clear unambiguous response, thereby requiring virtually no technical training.  Should the reader fall into the wrong hands, mictrotag claims the system 
remains quite robust because replicating the taggant material requires an in-depth understanding of the basic operating principles of this new and unique 
anti-counterfeiting taggant technology, and because next-generation technologies are in place.  The system is sold through channel partners, and unique 
formulations are made available for large projects.

Forensic. proprietary Handheld 
rF Field authentication. Flexible 
application processes. Unique 
per customer formulations
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microtrace llC (USa), www.
microtracesolutions.com 

microtaggant®: microtaggant are organic microscopic particles with diameters ranging from 20 to 1200 microns in size with overt and covert features.  
microtaggants are uniquely encoded specific to each customer or application and are never again produced for any other purpose.  Some customers utilize 
one unique code, while others utilize tens or even hundreds of unique codes.  in inks, microtaggants are limited to being incorporated in clear UV ink for 
either flexographic or rotary screen application.   other applications include plastic masterbatch, adhesives, Shrink Sleeves, Security labels, Spray application, 
etc., with delivery in bulk powder form for incorporation directly into products or materials.  authentication is a quick four-part process completed discretely 
for shelf-check investigations in seconds.  UV light and a laser pen provide unique visual indication that it is, in fact, a microtaggant particle.  Colour-code 
sequence within the particle is viewed using magnification and the human eye.  an audible detector provides Yes/no indication as to the presence of the ir 
material within the microtaggant particles.  UV light, laser pen and microscope are all human interpretation, while the audible taggant for the ir provides 
Yes/no audible signal and light.   

proprietary organic taggants 
and readers.  Discrete 4-part 
field authentication. applied 
through flexo or rotogravure 
UV inks, or into plastics, 
films, adhesives, as coatings 
or thermal transfers.  wide 
range of readers and detectors 
available

molecular Taggant: microtrace molecular taggants can be either organic or inorganic and are uniquely encoded specific to each customer or application.  
molecular taggant is completely invisible and undetectable without the microtrace handheld detector.  molecular taggants are completely soluble in water or 
solvent-based systems—so there is no specific particle size required, allowing maximum flexibility in applications.  molecular taggants can be supplied as an 
ink (any type, any print process, including CiJ), plastic master batch, adhesives or mixed into one of the raw materials already used in the production process.  
Handheld readers with lCD display cost about $15,000, provide a clear Yes/no authentication in under a second.  Quantitative analysis is also possible to 
determine product dilution or mix ratios of multiple components.  The highly sophisticated readers are statistically error free given the multiple verification 
criteria.

proprietary organic and 
inorganic soluble taggants 
and readers.  Quick, simple 
to operate, error-free 
field authentication and 
quantification to identify 
dilution or mix rations. 
maximum application 
flexibility incl. CiJ.  reader cost 
approximately $USD 15,000

optaglio (UK) oV Dot® (holographic micro-taggant): oV Dots are forensic level metallic holographic microparticles with variable coding.  a customer-specific origination of 
1 to 2 alphanumeric codes makes authentication simple with the use of a handheld or electronic microscope (ranging from 50 to 100X upwards for viewing 
greater detail).  Field authentication is possible, taking from 1 to 3 minutes, and training is minimal based on using a microscope.  application is limited 
only by the pigment-size choice of the customer, as loading is insignificant.  Currently pigments are offered in D50 particles sizes of between 100 to120 μm 
allowing certain flat screen ink and other coating applications.   each particle is registered with a secure batch number that can be incorporated into lacquers, 
plastics, papers and other substrates. liquid oVDotTm lacquer can be used for security coating and tracking of various items from car parts to collectibles.

Forensic; Unique per customer 
design; Generic microscope 
reader

payne Security (UK), www.payne-
security.com 

payne Security produces a forensic-level covert chemical taggant made up of small spherical particles allowing application through continuous inkjet, 
offset/litho, flexographic, screen, gravure, and pad printing ink systems as well as plastics master batch and spray coatings.  The reader is programmed to 
authenticate customer-unique taggant formulations on documents or products and can also detect other commercially available phosphor taggant materials.  
The reader provides a clear description of the taggant it detects within 2 to 3 seconds, and can be programmed to store multiple taggant signatures. a simple 
traffic-light system is used: Genuine taggants are given a green light, while alternative taggants will trigger an orange light.  payne can supply the taggants to 
other security printers as directed by the customer, or can supply as a fully converted tamper-evident security label, secure laminate or tear tape.

Forensic. proprietary Handheld 
Field authentication reader.  
Flexible application methods, 
including CiJ. Unique-per-
customer formulations

Stardust materials llC (USa), 
www.stardustus.com 

luminescent Taggants: STarDUST® taggants are rare-earth based, inorganic, optically active powders that are chemically inert and temperature stable with 
an indeterminable lifetime. The taggant materials are polycrystalline ceramic powders that are synthesized at over 2,000oF and then undergo a variety of 
processing steps from size reduction to annealing. The standard particle size is 2 μm mean, with 90% ₂ � μm.  The taggants are made unique for the client and 
are forensically court-admissible. They have been embedded into a variety of inks: flexographic, offset, gravure, UV-cured, etc.  The taggant-impregnated inks 
are printable on various paper and plastic substrates. Because most paper and plastic materials are transparent to ir, the taggant in print may be detected 
out of line of sight through the substrate. The taggants can also be incorporated into a plethora of materials such as plastic, resin, paint, rubber, glass, and 
adhesive so that the taggant becomes inseparable from the product itself, thus providing the highest level of security. The low required taggant loading (down 
to 10ppm) ensures that the appearance of the protected product will be unchanged. The authentication of products or documents is done with a proprietary 
harmless one-button, key-fob detector that requires virtually no training and provides an immediate Yes/no result. The testing may be done discretely in shops 
by investigators or by anyone in the distribution channel.  The key-fob device in contact with the tested object is activated by pressing a button and returns an 
immediate answer by sounding a beep and lighting a green indicator if the test result is positive. reverse engineering is complicated by several factors:  very 
low loading in host media, which makes it hard to find and analyze the taggant; the composition analysis does not tell the recipe, and precise stoichiometry 
and synthesis process conditions must be maintained because deviations will result in an optically inactive compound.

Forensic chemical taggant.  
Unique to client formulation. 
Flexible application possibilities.  
Simple authentication with 
discrete handheld key-fob 
reader.  Virtually no training 
required.
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latent image: latent image makes use of a taggant particle-size distribution in the nanometer range.  it allows loading the inorganic nano-taggant into inkjet 
cartridges (including CiJ). The inkjet print with clear ink that is totally invisible to the naked eye.   The latent property allows our taggants to stay invisible to 
the naked eye and reveal themselves at high contrast through a filtered camera. modified camera phones may be used to capture latent images. moreover, the 
sign may be overprinted with colour inks and still be camera-visible. This inkjet method paves the way for printing invisible variable data, e.g. barcodes, signs, 
number sequences, while the camera assists in reading the signs and decoding the barcodes (both linear and matrix). Stardust materials is currently developing 
a handheld barcode scanner that will read the invisible barcodes. Their invisible ink complies with the requirements of durability, sustained performance, and 
longevity.  

latent image level ii 
technology using camera 
identified inorganic nano-
taggants in inkjet applications 
(including CiJ)

Sun Chemical (USa), www.
SunChemical.com

Verigard™: Sun Chemical’s Verigard is a proprietary, machine-readable organic dye-based covert marker system. authenticity is ensured by using the V400 
handheld reader. The system offers a ‘lock and key’ approach by tuning the handheld V400 reader to search for and correctly identify a unique-to-customer 
signal when added to standard inks, varnishes, coatings and adhesives. authenticity is easily determined by viewing ‘authentic’ on the customizable lCD 
screen that can be programmed in any language. Sun Chemical designs, calibrates and services the V400 readers internally. a complex algorithm looks for 
a collection of tightly controlled chemical features before providing the user with a response.  application is flexible, as the system is compatible with all 
conventional and inkjet (including CiJ and digital) print processes. The taggant’s chemical signature, graphic background and substrate properties combine to 
give an ‘authentic’ response from the V400 reader.

proprietary chemical taggants 
and reader. Flexible ink system 
application (CiJ, offset/litho, 
flexographic, gravure, screen, 
pad, digital). rapid discrete 
authentication

Swiss authentication research 
and Development aG (CH), 
www.swiss-authentication.ch   

SarD: ‘SarD’ is a lanthanoid-based forensic security solution consisting of a unique-per-customer chemical substance and a proprietary handheld detection. 
after exposure to infrared or UV light from a laser, the chemical substance emits its own, highly specific emission spectrum.  Detectors read individual data 
from the substances’ emission spectrum and match to the detector setting.  Detectors are located by GpS.  Handheld detector allows 1 second authentication, 
and a forensic suitcase can also accompany field audits consisting of additional features for further investigation as required.  Virtually no training is required 
for reader operation. application is possible using most ink systems including CiJ, offset/litho, gravure, screen, flexographic, pad printing and coatings 
processes.

Forensic. Unique per customer. 
Discrete field authentication. 
Flexible ink-system applications. 
GpS embedded reader requiring 
virtually no training

TraceTag (UK), www.tracetag.
com 

Cyphermark™: Cyphermark is a forensically secure synthetic Dna marker.  each individual customer or application can be provided with any number of unique 
and forensically secure codes as required. The technology is based on the design, production, application, recovery and identification of unique Dna molecules. 
The security of the system rests on the use of unique molecular keys (primers) for every single sequence issued.  although the detection service is offered 
by TraceTag, all contract Dna laboratories using qpCr (quantitative pCr) techniques can decipher Cyphermark codes, provided they have been approved 
by TraceTag and the customer. TraceTag will then supply them with the required keys to decipher codes for a given client’s application.  The test is slightly 
destructive as a portion of ink needs to be detached from a printed document to proceed to analysis. TraceTag supply inks for: Continuous and thermal ink-jet 
applications; Silk-screen inks (water-based UV curing for paper and plastic cards); for all other uses, the taggants can be added to bulk materials (paper, board, 
polymeric films, fuel, inks, coatings, paints, surface treatments, construction materials). TraceTag delivers concentrated master batches to be directly added 
into their carrier medium by simple mixing or stirring protocols. inks and coatings: mixing small amount of marked ink base into large batches of commercial 
printing inks or coatings. paper: mixing water based solution into humid pulp. plastics: mixing powder to polymer pellets.

Forensic Dna marker. Highly 
flexible for most application 
vehicles, including CiJ, lab 
reading only

Valimark™: Valimark is the trade name of TraceTag’s family of luminescent and chemical compound tracers (microspheres) made of either polymeric or mineral 
material. For security paper and print applications, a variety of copolymers are typically used as a physical base. Their individual diameter is tailored to each 
application. The available range is between 0.5 and 25μm, with constant size grading.  luminescent material introduced into the copolymer has a resulting 
emission/excitation in the visible wavelength range, making it undetectable under UV or infrared radiations. Three microsphere colours are available. Hallmark 
spheres are highly hydrophobic and behave particularly well in the paper manufacturing process, ensuring no waste and homogeneous dispersion into the 
humid pulp/ cotton—with no interference on paper aspect or printability.  other formulations are also added to size-press, various paper surface treatments, 
adhesives or ink systems where they exhibit homogeneous dispersion. The eligible printing systems are flexographic printing and rotogravure, silkscreen, 
tampon-printing, intaglio, offset and rubber stamping. Trace Tag supply inks for continuous and thermal ink-jet applications, and silkscreen inks (water-based 
UV curing for paper and plastics). For all other uses, the taggants can be added to bulk materials (paper, board, polymeric films, fuel, inks, coatings, paints, 
surface treatments, construction materials).  Concentration in inks or paper is up to the end-user and will depend upon the preferred visual effect under the 
reader. Visual effect obtained is a constellation of luminescent dots in inks/varnishes or within paper using a special reader.  Valimark taggants cannot 
be detected by UV- or ir-reading systems while they keep the flexibility of optical markers. all state-of-the-art passport verification systems are fit to detect 
Valimark (Foster+Freeman, projectina, regula systems ....).  For the convenience of our customers, TraceTag supplies pocket handheld readers.  all are made in-
house at TraceTag in addition to low-cost versions manufactured exclusively for TraceTag by third-party contractor.  authentication is off-line and instantaneous.  
a variety of readers are available, including small handheld discrete systems allowing discrete shelf-check.

Forensic. Chemical Tracers and 
dyes undetectable in UV or ir. 
Flexible application processes, 
including CiJ and Thermal 
Transfer ribbon

Source: Pira International Ltd
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TABLE 4.3 Non-manufactured and random pattern identification technology suppliers
Supplier Technology Key Features
ingenia Technology (UK), www.
ingeniatechnology.com

laser Surface authentication (lSa™): ingenia Technology (UK) ltd. is offering a covert security solution called laser Surface authentication (lSa™). lSa™ 
does not rely upon any feature or taggant that has to be added to an item or product. Hence, neither the item or product nor the manufacturing process has to 
be changed.  rather, lSa™ scans with a low-power laser over random microscopic imperfections occurring naturally in any material.  The reflected laser-speckle 
pattern across the surface is recorded from detectors surrounding the focused laser. This allows for generating a robust, unique, intrinsic digital serial code 
for every single item. The material manufacturer itself cannot reproduce the surface imperfections, which makes this system robust. The generated codes are 
stored in a secure remote database and/or can be written on the item as an encrypted visible code (e.g. barcode). in the field the surface is re-scanned and 
compared against the database or the visible code for validation. lSa™ is able to authenticate almost any flat surface, including passport, iD cards, banknotes, 
credit cards and metals. it can be used to ensure supply-chain integrity, brand protection, document authentication and the validity of identity systems. The 
lSa™ ilS2000 production line scanner is used for the registration of items and products and can be integrated into an existing production line without 
reducing its speed. in the field, the code of a specific item or product is re-scanned by the portable lSa™ iFS4000 field scanner (connected to a laptop) in 
less than a second and is compared against the remote database or the visible code written on the item. The authentication is meant to be done by company 
investigators, customs and other governmental officials and distribution channels. The training requirement is minimal.

Forensic. item-level 
identification. no technology 
added. low-power laser scanner 
reader. not even the original 
manufacturer can reproduce 
surface imperfections

prooftag (Fr), www.prooftag.
com

Bubble Tag™: Bubble Tag is the result of a chaotic phenomenon during which self-generated bubbles appear inside a polymer, creating a unique identifier 
stored electronically in a database and later accessed during authentication. The random positioning of the bubbles creates a unique identity for each item. 
each Bubble Tag is unique and impossible to reproduce, even by prooftag.  The chance of a repeat bubble pattern is 1/10180.  The Bubble Tag can be 
controlled electronically with dedicated optical readers that extract a digital signature.  The technology is converted to various products (tags, labels, seals, iD 
cards, etc.), giving a combination of overt (bubbles themselves are difficult to replicate without significant investment in plant & equipment) and identification 
protection for products or documents.  The Bubble Tag can be authenticated through a visual or electronic comparison to a previously recorded reference 
stored in a secure database. This reference will be an image or an electronic signature, depending on the type of control. The visual control is an easy, rapid 
and reliable way to authenticate the certified document or product.  This kind of control is meant to be used by anyone who can access to the database.  
public control can be done through a public website.  if the control is restricted to a group of professionals, the site address can be kept private or accessible 
through password. The number printed next to the Bubble Tag gives access to the image of the Bubble Tag stored in a database for a 1:1 search and visual 
comparison. This checking method, accessible via a pC, a pDa or a mobile phone with an internet connection, is extremely simple. more than 99.5% of people 
who tested it were able to carry out a visual comparison in less than 5 seconds.  The second control level is carried out electronically with prooftag professional 
readers. The reading systems enable a formal authenticity check of the Bubble Tag by relating it to a reference database. This 3D optical verification is 
extremely simple, reliable and indisputable. The prooftag reader uses a system involving lights and algorithms to compute electronic signatures from Bubble 
Tags. By connecting to the reference database, the reader compares the electronic signature to the one recorded. prooftag offers a range of readers adapted to 
the different Bubble Tag applications.

Forensic. overt with 
authentication and 
identification capability. on-
line Field authentication with 
generic scanner.   Supplied as 
converted product 
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rogueDna inc. (CaD), www.
rogueDna.com

rogue Dna: Simply by reading a preselected area on a page of a secure document such as a passport or iD, the rogue Dna system detects the totally 
random fibre structure that not even the original substrate mill can reproduce. The reader scans the area with multiple beams of concentrated light at 
different frequencies penetrating the document at specific angles.  a combination of  light sources is used, each highlighting different characteristics of the 
document. From the reflections, rDna decoding circuitry can determine the pattern of the underlying composition. Standard light sources include red/ green/ 
blue, UV, near-infrared and infrared. The system is flexible. as  documents and materials respond best to different frequencies, the user can experiment with 
them individually or together to determine the optimal combination for any particular document.  The resulting data is converted using rDna processes 
into a unique numeric string, which is then encrypted. The resulting digital string represents the unique ‘Dna’ or profile of the document. This string cannot 
be reverse-engineered back to the document.  Current automated process speeds achieve approximately 3 meters per second. rogue Dna has five patents 
pending regarding this technology. in selected markets, rDna products are packaged into complete solutions. For example, in the area of border-control, 
solutions include scanners, passport/visa/stamp printers, enrollment kiosks, automatic border-control gates, etc., biometrics (typically finger and face), etc., 
that are built around document authentication capabilities. a reader is required to decipher the fibre patterns: This can be a static page reader, a swipe reader, 
or an oem scan head that can be integrated into a third-party reader. The surface need not be flat, but would have to be registered and verified in the same 
position.  a database is used to hold the encoded strings and must be accessed for authentication. This can be off-line, as encoding of any document can be 
held on the document itself in a chip or as a 2D barcode, enabling the document to self-authenticate. The average time to authenticate is around 4 seconds. 
Virtually no training is required at the operational level but is required at the technical level to define the areas on the document to be authenticated, and 
agree on the characteristics to be identified.   

Forensic. item level 
identification. no technology 
added. Flexible light source 
choices for reading. Can work 
on curved surface. not even 
the original manufacturer can 
reproduce

Signoptic Technologies (Fr), 
www.signoptic.com

Signoptic™ (Technology), Genesign™ (process), X-TraCoD™ (algorithm): SiGnopTiC technology exploits the random natural property of an object’s 
material structure from which a unique and specific authenticator is extracted. nothing is added to secure and identify each product or document. Signoptic 
simply takes an optical reading of the item microstructure (internal and/or external) as each item passes through the system, then computes a unique 
string (signature) corresponding to each particular item. The reading is then encrypted and stored in a central database for retrieval during the future 
authentication/identification process. each customer has its own encryption key (physical and logical).  For data enrollment, there are no technology 
limitations regarding the signal acquisition speed and computation. Current applications are able to handle approximately15 items per second, and the 
company philosophy is not to impact the production efficiency in any way. The technology parameters are set to allow a certain level of wear on the item, and 
can be further adjusted to fulfill customer-specific expectations, which include tamper recognition. Typically the surface/volume inspected varies from sub-
millimeter to a few centimetres, and the reading can be achieved with almost any consistent shape.   Both existing readers and proprietary ones can be used 
(depending on applications and customers’ requirements).  To facilitate off-line authentication, a code can be printed on the product just after enrollment; the 
process is completed by simply reading the item’s microstructure then matching it to the printed (and encrypted) code.  Seven patent families are pending (44 
patents worldwide).  There are both logical and physical means to secure the system.

Covert technology with 
possible forensic level. Unitary 
authentication. no technology 
added. Flexible optical choices 
for reading. Can work on curved 
surface 

Source: Pira International Ltd
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TABLE 4.4 Substrate and converted product suppliers
Supplier Technology Key Features
Hologram industries, www.
hologram-industries.com

GlobalChecker™: GlobalChecker is an automated verification system for iD documents permitting on-line authentication by detection of fraudulent attacks 
on the document.  a digital fingerprint of the original document is acquired and stored in a centralized database at the issuing centre (enrollment).  at the 
control point, with a scanner and a computer, a digital fingerprint of the holder’s document is read, and the code is compared to the reference fingerprint 
in the secure central database of the issuing country based on text and identity picture analysis. Hologram industries provides the end-to-end solution, from 
the acquisition of the iD document fingerprints to the software for controlling document authenticity. Dedicated to capturing high-resolution pictures from 
original iD documents and to computing corresponding reference fingerprints by specific software developed by Hologram industries, the reader designed for 
acquisition can be provided as stand-alone equipment or as a module suitable for integration in a personalization line. For each iD document image coming 
from the acquisition machines, the GlobalChecker server will perform the fingerprinting, using complex algorithms and associating one digital fingerprint to 
one document. From this server, several users can launch simultaneous searches through a standard web explorer. To check the authenticity of a document, a 
basic desktop scanner is needed and must be connected on-line to the secure central database. The fingerprint code of the document is then processed at the 
control point through GlobalChecker web control client and compared to the reference fingerprint. There is no human interpretation and the process takes only 
a few seconds. There is no specific training needed for control agents. The system is robust against falsification attempts while being tolerant to a document’s 
transformations due to normal use (normal aging of iD document, varying scanning conditions, minor legal document transformations). The data exchange 
between end user and web server is achieved using Secure Socket laser (SSl) or stronger protocol (optional). The interface is multilingual (in all languages 
specified by iCao). The system uses a standard market available scanner (border-control scanner, available hardware).

on-line Digital fingerprint from 
optical properties captured in 
high resolution. Simple scanner 
to authenticate in seconds. 
Database information remains 
secure only coding match 
compared

landqart (CH), www.landqart.
com

polarisafe®: landqart is best known as the paper maker for the Swiss currency and Durasafe®, a leading high-security paper currency substrate with a 
polymer core.  polarisafe is a proprietary fluorescent security fibre reacting selectively to polarized UV light. Under an ordinary UV lamp, the fibre is visible and 
reacts similarly to other fluorescent fibres; however, using a special reading device that transmits polarized UV light, the fibre generates a dynamic ‘twinkling’ 
effect. This effect cannot be simulated in the printing process, as the polarisafe effect is tied to the specific molecular structure of the proprietary fibre itself 
and must be integrated into the substrate at the wet-end of the paper making process. The security level is 2B (detectable with simple means, additional 
hidden property), requiring a special polarized UV lamp reader (low cost, handheld, battery operated) to see the secondary hidden property (sparkling effect).  
authentication is done within seconds, and the authentication process is intuitive, making training requirements simple and quick.

proprietary level 2B twinkling 
fluorescent fibre embedded 
in substrate. authentication 
in seconds. Sold only to 
high-security environments 
(passports, banknotes, 
government documents)

Q-Check®: Q-Check security paper is a simple, cost-effective option that gives multiple access points and allows audit personnel the possibility to authenticate 
documents very quickly. The level ii product is targeted for untrained personnel in ticketing, tax stamps, and product/brand-protection applications. Special 
proprietary ir taggants are integrated into the paper-making process at the wet-end, thus authentication is possible anywhere on the document (that is, not 
restricted to a specific area). it is authenticated with a simple one-button handheld reader (cigarette-box-sized), providing an instantaneous and clear Yes/no 
response for discrete shelf-check field authentication. The reader is simple—battery-operated, completely harmless (no laser radiation).  Very little training 
is required. a simple description or a 10-second video will do: put the reader on the document, press button, green/beep=ok, red/silent=not ok. Validation 
can also be automated. oem modules for integration into standard existing equipment (turnstiles, ticket validators) are available. The product is sold only to 
validated security printers.

Security paper with level 
ii taggant embedded in 
paper making process for 
quick discrete level ii field 
authentication with handheld 
or automated validation. little 
training required.
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Schreiner proSecure, www.
schreiner-prosecure.com

BitSecure®: This Copy Detection Technology falls in the digital watermarking category.  BitSecure uses a high-resolution random pattern with delicate details 
that are not detectable with the naked eye. whenever a counterfeiter copies the pattern without the high-resolution digital master, the illegal copy will be 
blurry, with less precision in the features as it has likely been based on a previously printed image. These deviations can be clearly identified using a scanner 
and suitable software for immediate authentication, which Schreiner says is forensic level. Schreiner can apply the technology on a printed label or through 
laser marking. To check the Copy Detection pattern, the user requires software or secure access to the BitSecure  server system in which the digital profile of the 
copy detection pattern is stored. The application compares the pattern with the original, and only if no relevant deviations are measured in the process will a 
product or document be deemed authentic. The following readers can detect and check Copy Detection patterns: Flatbed scanners, 2D or Data matrix readers 
(with adjustment aid), cell-phone cameras with autofocus lenses or spacers.

Forensic digital watermarking 
technology applied through 
lasers or converted to labels.  
read through widely available 
scanners, 2D/Data matrix 
readers or special cameraphones

laserSecure®: laserSecure is a covert forensic-level chemical security pigment feature integrated into the product label. Based on a customized formula, 
laserSecure constitutes an optical fingerprint that becomes visible with a spectroscopic reading device. The marking can be applied in virtually all colours, and 
by means of a wide range of printing techniques. laserSecure can offer a unique per customer system. a laserSecure reader is used for reliable, repeatable, and 
nondestructive on-site authentication of products. To prove the presence of the laserSecure, a special leD reader is required. This handheld device is suitable 
for performing non-destructive, repeatable, and definitive on-site authentication of small as well as large or unwieldy items. operation: after switching on the 
reader, a red lamp will indicate that the device is on. The operator then moves the leD read head close to the surface to be tested. if the read head detects 
the presence—and sufficient intensity—of the laserSecure  pigments, the lamp will switch to green. in addition, an acoustic signal confirms the presence of the 
security feature.

Covert and forensic, machine-
readable proof of authenticity 
supplied in labels with discrete 
handheld leD reader

Tullis russell Coaters, www.
tullis-russell.co.uk

Fibreloc: Tullis russell has added a paper-based technology called Fibreloc to their TruSecurity product line. This technology exploits the natural random 
distribution of UV security fibres introduced in the paper-making process—the fibre pattern itself is a unique ‘fingerprint.’  Fibreloc reads using proprietary 
image analysis and codes these fibre patterns, storing the information in a secure database. authentication and identification takes place by rescanning the 
same location, then referring back to the central secured on-line database to decrypt and match the new document-specific reading to a stored code. The 
process is even faster when a 1:1 database search can take place by matching a visible item number, bar code or other form of serialisation to the fibreloc 
code. if the fibreloc code is linked to an overt serial code or barcode on the item, the system can work on 1:1 off-line authentication without need to access a 
database; this brings the process time below 1 second. The system is designed to be very simple: Using a flatbed scanner hooked to a computer, one must align 
the registration marks and press a button. The reader will provide a clear positive or negative response that is not open to interpretation, so training is minimal.  
one advantage of the fibreloc system is that the UV fibred papers can work as a level 2 security feature without the fibreloc system and as level 3 forensic 
security with Fibreloc.   

Forensic. item-level 
identification. no technology 
added. Flexible optical choices 
for reading. not even the 
original manufacturer can 
reproduce. The level 2 UV fibres 
remain a lower-level first-check 
option

Source: Pira International Ltd
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FIGURE 4.3 Global Checker ID cards showing verification
 

Source: Hologram Industries

FIGURE 4.4 Polarisafe rotation filter

 

Note: Polarisafe is a proprietary fluorescent security fibre reacting selectively to polarized UV light.  Under an 
ordinary UV lamp, the fibre is visible and reacts similarly to other fluorescent fibres; however, using a special 
reading device that transmits polarized UV light, the fibre generates a dynamic ‘twinkling’ effect.
Source: Landqart
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